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This thesis reports on a study of elastic and proton-dissociative production of pO, ¢, and J/ 7/J vector
mesons (ep~e 11p, ep~e 11N) at the positron-proton collider HERA. The data used for this analysis
were collected by the ZEUS experiment during 1995 and correspond to an integrated luminosity of
1.98 pb-I. The data cover the kinematic range 85 < W < 10,5 GeY and Q2 < 0.01 Gey2 where
Wand _Q2 are the virtual photon-proton center of mass energy and the squared four-momentum
transferred by the photon. The low values of Q2 covered made it possible to precisely reconstruct the
four-momentum transfer squared at the photon-vector meson vertex (t) and to extract from the data
the cross sections for real photoproduction of vector mesons (iP-+ 11P, iP-+ 11N) up to -t = 3 Gey2. In
the case of pO (po~7['+7['-) production, the 7['+7['- invariant mass distribution has been investigated as
a function of t. The spectra show deviations from a simple relativistic Breit- "Vigner shape as expected
in models in which the asymmetry of the 7['+7['- invariant mass shape is ascribed to the interference
of resonant and non-resonant 7['+7['- production. The asymmetry of the pO mass shape decreases with
increasing -t. The spin density matrix elements obtained from the decay angular distribution of pO, ¢
and J/ 7/J mesons are generally consistent with expectations based on s-channel helicity conservation,
except for the highest -t range accessible in this analysis where r~~1 was found to be different from
zero for all mesons. However present accuracy does not allow to conclude about SCHC violation. The
differential cross sections dO"/ dt for elastic and proton-dissociative pO, ¢ and J/ 7/J production have been
measured and compared to predictions of QCD models. The proton-dissociative cross sections at -t >
1 Gey2 could be successfully described by QCD models. However for pO and ¢ meson photoproduction
the non-perturbative mechanisms still dominate in the considered kinematical range. The ratio of
elastic to proton-dissociative cross sections decreases with increasing -t for all three vector mesons in
a similar way thus confirming the Regge factorization hypothesis. The ratios of ¢ to pO and J/'I/J to pO
photoproduction cross sections were studied as a function of t for both elastic and proton-dissociative
processes. The ratios are lower than the expected ones assuming flavour independent interactions.
The Pomeron trajectory has been determined from the study of the W dependence of dO"/ dt at fixed
t for pO and ¢ mesons in the range 0.0 < -t < 0.9 Gey2 and 0.0 < -t < 1.4 Gey2 respectively. From
elastic pO photoproduction the result is (X1P(t) = (1.08± 0.02) + (O.ll± 0.04)t and from that of ¢ data
(X1P(t) = (1.08 ± 0.01) + (0.15 ± 0.04)t.
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It was suggested [1, 2] that in processes of diffractive vector meson photo production, the four-
momentum transfer squared t between the photon and the vector meson may also serve as a hard
scale. In this thesis this hypothesis is tested by measuring these diffractive processes as function of t
and confronting the data with pQCD based models which should hold in the presence of a hard scale.
In addi tion, the lower -I data is used to com pare with models expected to hold for soft processes. This
will provide a study of the transition between the soft, non-perturbative, and the hard, perturbative,
regimes of QCD.

ZEUS is the multipnrpose detector for physics at HERA, taking data since 1992. Its region of
coverage in 1 has been extended in 1995 by the installation of a small angle electromagnetic calorimeter
located at Z == -44 m in the direction of the outgoing positron. The detection of the scattered
positrons in this device ensures that the virtuality of the exchanged photon is Q2 :':: 0.01 Gey2,

and allows - 1 to be measured up to high values. In this kinematical regime the virtual photon
behaves essentially like areal photon, and photon-proton interactions can be studied indirectly through
positron-proton collisions. Therefore in the following this small positron calorimeter is called the
Photoproduction Tagger (PT). The PT can bring significant contribution to the understanding of V
production at a region of large -I where the calculations of pQCD can be applied.

The ZEUS collaboration consists of almost 500 physicists coming from more than 50 institutes and
1:2 different nations. StLch a large scale experiment requires joint effort from many people. During
my time as a PhD student I was a member of the ZEUS Luminosity Monitor (LUMI) group. My
contrihutions in the ZEUS experiment have been the following: participation in the tests of the
LUMl detectors at the DESY test beam, development of the calibration techniques used in the LUMI,
implemelltation of the reconstruction software for the LUMI position detectors, monitoriug of the
data quality and responsibility for the calibration of the LUMI detectors, participation in the offline
luminosity calculation, participation in the development and optimization of the trigger for vector
meson photoproduction using the PT and analysis of the large -I vector meson production with the
PT.

Vector mesons (V) can be diffractively photo-produced via two processes. In one of them the target
proton re111ains intact and the reaction is called exclusive or elastic,

and in the other process the proton dissociates into higher mass nucleonic states (N) and the reaction
is called proton-dissociative,

Measurements of the exclusive vector meson photoproduction have been very helpful in understand-
ing of hig;h energy interactions. This process has been found to reveal the general characteristics of
a diffractive process: a weak energy dependence of the cross section, a.n exponential fall-off of the
forward noss section da Idt and s-channel helicity conservation (SCHC).

Vector Meson Dominance Model and Regge theory connect vector meson production in photon-
hadron collisions to inclusive ,p scattering and to hadron-hadron processes. These phenomenological
models, often referred to as 'soft models', have been able to describe an extensive list of results obtained
in hadron-hadron collisions as well as the results of photon-hadron fixed target experiments at center
of mass energies W up to W '" 20 GeY.

The first electron-proton collider HERA with a center-of-mass energy of 300 GeV has allowed
the study of electroproduction of vector mesons in a kinematic region previously unexplored and
unreachable in fixed target experiments. The HERA lepton beam can be considered as a source of
interacting virtual photons. The advent of HERA has therefore allowed the study of photon-proton
interactions in a new kinematic regime.

This thesis reports on the study of reactions (1.1) and (1.2) by measuring the pIOcesses ep -> e'Vp
alld ep -> e'lI N, where 11 == pO, 1>, J IV) up to -I == 4 Gey2 using the new ZEUS component, the PI'
located at Z == -44 m.

Vector meson production is one of the few processes calculable in perturbative QeD (pQCD). It
allows investigation of the gluon content in the proton and the nature of the Pomeron and photon.
One of th~ most important profits from the study of 11 production is the insight into the transition
between the soft and hard regimes of QCD.

The plwtoproduction of light vector mesons at HERA has been studied in detail and found to
exhibit c1'Laracteristics of soft processes.

The studies of the energy behavior of diffractive vector mesons production at HERA show that
whenever a hard scale is present, the cross section rises faster than expected from sort processes. The
hard scale can be either the photon virtuality Q2, as in the exclusive electroproduction of vector mesons
at high Q2, ,'p -> Vp or the mass of the heavy flavour quark, as in the exclusive photoproduction of
the J f!I; meson, ,p -> J f!l;p.

The organization of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 contains a short introduction to the physics
of photon-protoll scattering at HERA, especially to the vector mesons photoproduction. The compo-
nellts of the ZEUS detector relevaLlt for this analysis are introduced in chapter 3. The reconstruction
of the kinematic variables as well as the online and offline event selection are presented in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 contains a description of the Monte Carlo simulation programs llsed in this analysis. Chap-
ter 6 summarizes the results obtained in this thesis. These results are compared with the predictions
of the pQCD and Regge based models in chapter 7. Finally conclusions are drawn in chapter 8.



Assuming that k, k', P, pI are the four-vectors of the initial positron, the final positron, the incoming
protoll alld the olltgoing hadronic system, respectively, the kinematics of the inclusive scattering of
nnpolarized positrons and protons is described by the squared positron-proton center-e»f-mass energy

Chapter 2

Diffractive vector meson production
positron-proton collision

• the fraction of the positron energy transferred to the hadronic final state in the rest frame of
the initial state proton

q. p
y = k .p'

In the following a brief description of the essentials of various models for vector meson production in
positron-proton collision will be given. First the relevant kinematical variables for positron-proton
scattering are introduced. Then the relationship between positron-proton and photon-proton cross
sections and the lladronic character of the photon are presented. The overview of the hadron-hadron
diffractive scattering will be described next. Finally the basic theoretical expectations for diffractive
vector meson production are discussed.

The differential cross section for the positron-proton interaction at small enough Q2 (Q2 ~W2) can
be written as

The positron-proton interaction proceeds via the exchange of a virtual boson. The intermediate boson
can be either a photon ,* or one of the weak gauge bosons (Z, W). The contribution from weak
exchange is negligible at the low values of momentum transfer Q that are involved in the analysis
and thus is ignored. One-photon-exchange to the first order is assumed (see Fig. (2.1)). 2(1- y)

1 -I- (1 - y)2 - 2(1- y)~

Q;nin = M; -t. is the minimum possible Q2, 0' is fine-structure constant and Me is electron mass.

The fllnctions uj.'P-'X and utp-.x are the photon-proton cross-sections for transversely and JOllgi-
tudinally polarized photons, satisfying

dJ~o u}*P-'x (y, Q2) = u"lP-'x (y),

Since tIle virtuality of the exchanged photon is 1I0l1zero, one should extrapolate the measured value
of u].*P-'x to Q2 = 0 to obtain u"lP-'x. If Q2 is unmeasured, or poorly deterrniJled, such an
extrapolatioll is not possible.

It was shown [3] that if the virtuality of the exchanged photon is small Q 2 ~ Q ~,ax "" 0.01 Gey2

one caJI neglect the Q2 dependence of the u;{P-'x and neglect utp
-.
x. In this case, one can write

Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of positron-proton scattering via one-photon-excha.nge. The positron-proton.
collision can be seen as a ,*p collision, with the positron beam emitting the photon. The energy-momentum
four-vectors af the particles are given in pa,·entheses.



The measured po~itron-proton cross section (J ep ....•eX can thus be transformed into the photon-
proton cross section (J'YP ...••x by dividing the positron-proton cross section by the photon flux
integrated over the y and Q2 range covered by the measurement.

By the same arguments also vector meson production at HERA in the reaction ep ....•elf X
can be expressed in terms of the process "Ip ....•If X

hadron gives rise to a bnllch of final particles with exactly the same quantum numbers of the two
,"itial olles.

It was shown in the previons section that at very low Q2 there is a direct relation (see Eq. (2.9»)
between electroproduction of vector mesons ep-+e If X and real photoproduction "Ip ....•If X. The latter
reaction has been extensively stndied in fixed target experiments and is usually interpreted in terms of
the hadronic character of the photon. Measurements in the early 50s and 60s of diffractive pllOtopro-
duction of vector mesons revealed a number of similarities between photon-hadron and hadron-hadroll
interactions and gave rise to the model of Vector Meson Dominance (VDM). In thjs model the vector
meson photoproduction is viewed as a two step process (see Fig. (2.2»: i) photon fluctuates into a
vector meson which carries the same quantum numbers as the photon, ii) vector meson scatters from
the target proton.

One usua.lly refers to a diffractive process by saying that it is domina.ted by the exchange of the
I'omeron (JP). From Fig. (2.3), due to the lack of additiOllal final state particles created through
color interaction with the exchanged JP, it is clear that IP has to carry vacuum quantulll numbers.
Experimentally for such events one expects to see no particles in a region in the detector (rapidity
gap) between the leading particle b (or system Y) and the system X.

The behavior of the hadron-hadron cross sections can he interpreted in terms of Regge theory [4]
in which the interaction is regarded as due to the exchanges of a family of off-sllell particles (Regge
poles) sllch that the relevant quantum numbers are conserved. Tlle Regge poles withill a single family
rOrlll a linear trajectory in the J, m2 plane, where J is the spin of the pa.rticle and m its mass. The
contillua.tion of a trajectory to llegative values of m2 leads to a parameterization in terms of t as
follows:

aCt) = a(o) + a'· t

where a(o) is the intercept and a' is the slope of the trajectory.

Each trajectory has the quantum numbers, isospin, parity, strallgeness etc. of the first recurrence
frolll which it takes its name. The mesonic trajectories (p,h,a2,w, ...) almost coincide and llave a
ClJJl11110nform

Figure 2.2: VectoT TIleson pr'oduetioll ill the VectoT Dominal/ce Model. The photoll fluctuates into a tleetor'
mesoll which then scatteTs from the protoll.

The fermionic trajectories and those interpolating strange pa,rticles have a very similar slope a' but
Jower intercept Q(o)

In hadron-hadron scattering the diffraction covers three types of processes which differ in the characte-
ristics of the final states: i) elastic scattering when exactly the same incident hadrons come out after tIle
collision, ii) .single dissociation when one of the incident hadrons dissociates into a multi-particle final
state preserving quantum numbers of the initial hadron, iii) double dissociation 'I'hen each incident



Por the elastic process 1* p -+ lip and the proton-dissociative process I*P -+ V N (V -+ two charged
particles, q+q-) the following additional variables are used (see Fig. (2.5)) .

Generally each Regge pole is called a Reggeon. However to distinguish between pomeron and non-
pomeron exchanges in the following the name Reggeon (JR.) is reserved for all Regge poles other then
the pomeron.

In the Regge limit (-t ~ M2 ~ s) the total, elastic and single dissociation cross section formula.~
for the interaction of hadIOns a and b can be written as:

L,Bak(O)lhk(O)S".(Ol-l ,
k

",il~k(tlillk(tl S2".(t)-2
~ 1611'" I

k

",il~k(t)I1b1(Olgk"(!) 1 ( • )2".(ll-2 (M2)",(OJ-l
L.... 16w W W
k,/

where ,B(t) and get) are vertex functions and art) is the Regge trajectory. The sum runs over all
the Regge trajectories for which the quantum numbers are preserved. In principle for elastic and single
dissociative processes k = IF, f and I = IP, m.

It is useful to explain what one understands by diffractive processes in photo production. The true
elastic process is the elastic Compton scattering IP-+IP. However this is an electromaglletic process
and accounts only for a small part of the total 'YP cross section while in the hadron-hadron coll.i-
sions the elastic process takes typically ~ 20% of the total cross section. In the VDM (described in
See. (2.1.2)) the photon first fluctuates into the virtual vector meson which then scatters from the

proton. With this in mind the process IP-+ V P can be considered as the hadronic elastic scattering
in photoproduction. Its contribution to the total I) cross section is of the same magnitude as tile ela-
stic scattering in hadron-hadron collisions. With similar arguments tIle following processes also con-
tribute to the di·rrractive photoproduction reactions: IP-+X P (photon dissociation), IP-V N (p.roton
dissociation) and IP-.XN (double dissociation) where Xi-V. This is illustrated in Fig. (2.4).

• for the proton-dissociative reaction, the mass lvlN of the diffractiveJy produced state N is l'elevant
M'FJ = (p')2,

J: :IN I I:
The spin state of the produced vector meson can be determined from the angular distribution of its
decay prodncts. The knowledge of the vector meson spin allows to study the spin dependellt properties
of the production process such as s-channel helicity conservation (SCHC, i.e. does the vector meSOll
retain the heJicity of the photon ?). The relevant formalism has been developed in [6]

The production and decay angles are usnally defined in the s-channel helicity frame as shown in
Fig. (2.6). The vector meson direction in the I*P frame is taken as the quantization axis while the
direction of one of the decay particles (by convention positively charged) in the rest frame of the vector
meson is used to calculate the polar and azimuthal allgles Oh and ,p,.. The polar angle Oh is defmed as
tlle angle between the direction of the outgoing V alld the direction of the positively charged decay
particle. The azimuthal angle 'Ph is the angle between the decay plane and the '1 production plane.
The angle q; between the vector meson production plane and the positron scatlering plane in the 1*)
frame is a.lso used.
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1
W(1)h) = 211"(1 + 1·~~1 cos 21>h)

Regge formulas (Eq. (2.15) and Eq. (2.16)) written for the diffractive vector meson photoproduction
I,ave the form

I

I

I

I I
I I

I I

I~'
I <I> "

I

dcr-yp-->vp

dt

d2cr-yp-+I'N

dtdM"k

Figure 2.6: Definition of the planes and angles used to describe the decay of the vector meson into two charged
particles (q+, q-).

As mentioned in See. (2.2.1) for these processes k = IF, I and I = IF, IR. In case of 1>and J /1f;
production the I trajectory exchange is forbidden since 1>and J /1f; are pure ss or cc states which
conple only to the Pomeron. For pO production the I trajectory exchange is allowed. However its
contribution is expected to be negligible at large W; small M"k/W2 and high -to For simplicity in
thefollowing tile I trajectory exchange is neglected also for pO production.The fu]1 decay angular distribution is usually expressed in terms of (cos Oh, 1>h, ip). Since in the

analysis presented here the angle ip is not measured, the decay angular distribution integrated over
this angle for an unpolarized positron beam reduces to (for a decay into two spin-O particles)

Jl [1(1 - 1'04) + 1(3r04 - 1) cos2 Oh411" 2 00 2 00

-..;2Re(r~~) sin20h cas 1>h

-1·?~1 sin2 Oh cas 21>hJ .

dcr-yp-+vp
--d-t-=

d2cr-yp-+VN _

dtdM"k -

IV(I). (w2)2a1P(l)-2

G};,lPlP(t) "h (~) 2a1P(t)-2 [(M"k)a1P(ol-l + R(t) . (M"k )"1R(0)-1]

I (I)= (3~lP( 1)(3~lP(t)
v 1611"'

GI' (I) _ (3fllP(t)(3plP(O)glPlPlP(t)
lPIPlP - 1611" '

GI' (I) _ (3~IP(I)(3pIR(O)glPlPm(l)
IPlPlR - 1611"

R(I) = GfIPIR(I) = (3plIl.(O)glPIPDI(I)
GlPlPlP(l) (3plP(O)gWIPlP(l)

W(COSOh) = ~ [1- rg~ + (3,.g~-1)coS20h]

1
W( 1>h) = 211"(1- T?~l cos 21>h)

where Tg~, rn, and l·f~lare the relevant vector meson spin density matrix elements. The element
,.g;j represents the probability that the vector meson is produced in a helicity zero state. The elemellt
T?~ is related to the interference between non-illp and helicity single flip amplitudes while r ?~l is
related to the interference between helicity non-flip and double flip amplitudes. If sene holds then
r ?~l and Tf~ should be zero.

Eq. (2.18) holds for a decay into two spin-O particles (for example p 0-+ 11"+11"-and 1>-+J(+ J(-). For
a decay illto two spin-l/2 particles (like J /1f;-->e +e- and J /1f;-+1-' +1-'-) it has to de replaced by

W( cos Oh, 1>1.) = ;f,;- [HI + rg~) - ~(3,.g~ - 1) cos2 01.

It should be noticed that G};,lPlP(l) and G};,lPlR(t.) depend on the type of produced vector meson
while R(I) does not and is expected to be the same for all proton-dissociative reactions (ap--+aX)
independent on the type of the initial hadron a.



Usually fv(t) is approximated by the single exponential function fv(t) ~ ebri,.,l thus the cross section
takes the form

where bV(W) = b6,el + 2aIPln(W2). This last expression is an important prediction of the Regge
theory. The fact that alP is non-zero means that the slope of the t distribution will depend OJl the
energy (this is called shrinkage). Integrating the last expression over t, the energy dependence for an
elastic process yields

(W)4"",(0)-4
a-yp->vp ~ bV(W)

12 (bV +2,,' In( W') I 1 (W )4"11'(OJ-4
C a-yp->VN ~ O,pd '" Ai'{;'. __ __ [(M2 )"11'(0)-1 + R. (M2 )"JR(O)-l]

dtdlVI'h e M'J, MN N N

The photon qij fluctuation is described by the photon wave-function derived from QCD [7]. The
interaction of the qij pair with the proton is mediated in a lowest order by the exchange of two gluons
in a colour singlet state. In the leading logarithmic approximation (LLA) it can be also described by
the exchange of a gluon ladder [8, 9, 10]. The interaction to be calculable in the pQCD has to involve
hard scales. In photoproduction this formalism can be applied if the mass of the vector meson or t is
large enough to serve as a hard scale. The transition of a qij pair into a meson is a non-perturbative
phenomenon and can be described by the meson wave-function derived from the lattice calculations
and sum rules [l1J.

The expected signs of approaching the perturbative regime of the diffractive meson production ,ue:

Assumiug that G};,IPIP(t) ~ eb6,Pdl and R(t) = R =const, the proton-dissociative cross section can be
written as

Similarly as in the elastic process, the fact that QIP is non-zero means that the slope of the t
distribution will depend on the energy and also on the MN; bV (W, MN) = b6,pd + 2QIPln(~).

• 'A fast rise of the diffractive cross sections with W due to increase of the gluOJl density in the
proton [8].

• No variation with Hf of the t-dependence of the cross section, i.e. no shrinkage of the diffractive
t-slope [9].

• Signiflcant breaking of scnc for light vector mesons production [10, 12)' in paJ:ticular at the
a.symptotic limit of very large -t at which the mesons are produced in helicity zero state
independent of the initial photon helicity.

• Approximate restoration of the flavour-independent production (i.e. the U(4) symmetry) [13J.
From the quark chuges of the vector mesons and a flavour-independent production mecl1anism,
the production cross section is expected to have a relative size of 9 : 1 : 2 : 8 for ~o : w : <P : J /7/J.

Without any assumptions about the t dependence of the G';;,IPIP(t), R(t) and fv(t) the Regge theory
predicts that the ratio of the differential cross sections da/dt for elastic and for the proton-dissociative
reactions is independent of the type of the vector meson involved ill both processes as welJ as does not
depend 011 energy.

da-yp->vp/da-yp->vN = F(t) .£(t Mmax) (235)
dt dt ' N .,

F(t) = jv(t)
G IPIPIP(t)

{3;IP(t)
{3pIP(O)gII' IP11'(t)

Models based on pQCD[7] describe the diffractive photoproduction of a vector meson on a proton as
a three step process: i) the photoll Iiuctuates into a qq state long before tile interaction, ii) the qrj
pair scatters on the proton target, iii) the scattered qij pair turns into a vector meson. The process is
depicted in Fig. (2.7.



Parameter
proton energy (Ge V)

positron energy (GeV)
bunches (ep + e + p)
proton current (mA)

posi tron curren t (mA)
bunch crossing time (us)

specific luminosity (cm-Zs-1 A -Z)
instantaneous luminosity (cm -ZS-1)

integrated luminosity (pb-1/yea.r)

designed values

820
30

210
160
58
96

3.9. IOz9

1.7· 1031

35

1995
820
27.5

174+15+16
55
30
96

5.0·lOz9

4.3.1030

12.5

In this chapter, first, the HERA accelerator and the ZEUS experiment are overviewed. Then the
components of the detector that are of particular relevance for this analysis are briefly described.
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The HERA (Hadron-Elektron Ring Anlage) machine is the world's first lepton-nucleon collider located
at the DESY ( Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron) laboratory in Hamburg, Germany. It consists of two
storage rings of a circumference of 6.3 km. The proton storage ring uses superconducting magnets to
provide the 4.68 'I' field necessary to store protons of energy 820 GeV. In contrast, the fIeld required
to store 27.5 GeV positrons can be reached by conventional magnets. The beams collide at two
intersection regions at zero crossing angle to provide ep interactions for the HI and ZEUS experiments.
The center of mass energy from the collision of these two beams is JS = 300 Ge V, equivalent to a
beam of 48 Te V positrons colliding on a fixed target.

The two beams at HERA are also nsed by two other experiments. In HERMES for the measurement
of the proton spin structure the polarized positron beam collides with a polarized proton gas jet.
HERA-B aims at meaBuring CP violation in the B hadron sector by scattering beam protons on a
wire target. Fig. (3.1) shows the layout of the HERA coJljder and the locations of tlle four experiments.
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~--------------- The positrons and protons are bunched with bunches separated by 96 ns. Some number of bunches
are left unpaired (i.e. the corresponding bunch in the other beam is empty) for backgrOlLlld studies.
III 1995 HERA was filled with 174 paired (colliding) bunches and 16 unpaired (pilot) proton bUllches
and 15 ullpairedpositron bunches.

Themaximum instantaneous Juminosity achieved in 1995 was 4.3· 1030 cm-2 s -1 to be compared
with. the design goal of 1.7.1031 cm-2 s -1 . Tab. (3.1) summarizes the design and operational
(1995) performance of HERA.
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The ZEUS detector is a multipurpose magnetic detector with nearly hermetic calorimetric coverage.
The detector is described in detail in [14J. It has been supplemented by various sub-detectors dedicated
to special physics topics. Here only those components relevant for this analysis are described in some
details.

The direction of the proton beam defines the positive z axis, the positive y axis points upwards and
ti,e J,orizontal positive :~axis points towards the center of the HERA ring. The highly different beam
energies of protons and positrons lead to an asymmetric event topology which has beerl accounted



Overview of the ZEUS Detee/or
( longi tudinot cut )

The CTD is a wire cham bel' designed to reconstruct charged particles track over a wide range in polar
angle (15° < 0 < 164°) and full azimuthal coverage. The CTD is composed of 9 sUJ>er-layers, each
consistiug of 8 wire layers. Of these, 5 are axial super-layers and 4 are stereo super-layers allowing
both R - 1:> and Z coordinate measurement. This structure is shown in Fig. (3.3). The sense
wires are contained ill 576 ceUs oriented at a 45° angle to the radial direction to produce drift lines
approximately tangential to the chamber azimuth in the strong axial magnetic field (1.43 'I) provided
by the superconducting solenoid.

BAC: Backing Calorimeter
BMUO: Barrel Muon Outer

FDET: Forward Detector
RCA 10 Rear Calorimeter

RTD: Rear 1l:acking Detector

BCAL: Barrel Calorimeter
CTD: Central 1l:acking Detector

FMUI: Forward Muon Inner
RMUI: Rear Muon Tnuer

VXD: Vertex Detector

BMUT:Barrel Muon Inner
FCAL: Forward Calorimeter

FMUO: Forward Muon Outer
RMUO: Rear Muon Outer

;
'\. ..•~.;...••.. :....... ..•..

....~ ~~,.:.,,~:~ ~ ~. <. ~'.~ .

J
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for in the design of the detector as can be seen in Fig. (3.2). At the center of the detector inside the
magnet coil the inner tracking chambers are located (CTD,RTD,SRTD,FDET). The vertex detector
(VXD) was removed before the 1995 running period. Around the tracking devices a lligh resolution
uranium-scintillator calorimeter (U CAL) is built whose parts are called BCA L, FCAL and RCAL. 11\ ] 995
ZEUS has been operated with additional components: the Proton Remnant Tagger (PRT) and the
Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS) in the forward direction and the Beam Pipe Calorimeter (DPC),
Luminosity Detectors (LUMI) and Photoproduction Tagger (PT) in the backward direction.

The CTD has a design momentum resolution at 0 = 90° iu a 1.7 T magnetic field of <7p!p
JfO.002p )2 + (0.003)2 and a Z coordillate resolution of 1 nun.

The UeAL is a 238U-scintillator sampling calorimeter, covering the angular range 2.2° < 0 < 178.4°.
The calorimeter consists or a forward component (FCAL) positioued 222 cm from the interaction point
(11') in the proton direction, a barrel part (BCAL) extending from 120 to 230 cm in r~dills and rear
part (IlCAL) opposite to IICAL.

The FeA L and ReAL contain 21 modules each. Each module is 20 cm in width. 'The BCAL is
built out of 32 wedge sha.ped modules. The modules are subdivided transversely into towers, which
consist.s of alternate layers of depleted uranium and plast.ic scintillator tiles. The towers a.re subdivided
longitudinally into two parts. Tlte imler part constitutes tile electromagnetic calorimeteI' (EMC) with



depth of"" 25Xo. The outer part is called the hadronic calorimeter (HAC). The depth of the hadl'Onic
sections a.re "" 6A, "" 4A and"" 3A, respectively, for FCAL, DCAL and RCAL. Each section (EMC a.nd
HAC) of a tower is made up of a group of cells.

The PT is a small detector located at Z == -44 ill and sensitive to 22-25 GeY positrons scattered under
very small angles. A 3.5 m long part of the HERA positron beam pipe near the PT was modified
by making a 14 111111 deep and 60 cm long indentation on the side facing the ring center as shown in
Fig. (3.5).

Figure 3.4: Layout of the ZEUS FCAL module. The module is partit.ioned into lowers having two sections, an
eleciromag7lCtic section EMC and a hadronic section HA C.

The calorimeter design was chosen to give the best possible energy resolution for hadrons. The
energy measurement is complicated by the fact that hadrons can illitiate lluclea.r reaction involving
neutrons and for various reasons fail to deposit their entire energy. As a consequence a hadron with
specinc energy will produce a shower whose energy will be less than of the one iuitiated by an electron
of same energy, unless the invisible energy produced in nuclear reactions is compensated for. In the
ZEUS calorimeter the compensation is achieved by using depleted uranium in the absorbing material with
a precisely matclled thickness of the scintillator layers. Uranium calorimeters show better response
to hadrons than other types of calorimeters. This is because when using a uranium ahsorber, some
fraction of the hadronic shower energy results in the productions of low energy neutrons. These
neutrons can induce fission in 238U. The fission reaction produces fast neutrons which can scatter
elastically so that recoil protons can be sampled. TillS boosts the hadron response considerably. In
this way it is possible with the ZEUS UCAL to achieve an identical energy response to electrons and
hadrons (e/ h "" 1).

The performance of the calorimeter has been measured in detail at the test beam giving the energy
resolution of a./ E "" 18%/VE for eleetrolls and a,,/ E "" 35%/VE for hadrons with the energy l'J
in GeY. Besides its compensating effect the uranium has proven to be an extremely valuable source
of calibratjon and monitoring tool by its natural radioactivity. The inter calibration between cells is
known at the 1% level by setting the pllOtolllultipliers' gains in such a way as to equalize the uranium
signal. Despite the presence of the uranium activity the calorimeter has very low noise (typically
10 MeV for EMC cells and 20 MeY for HAC cells).

The detector is an electromagnetic sampling calorimeter made of twelve 70 x 90 x 7 mm3 tungsten
plates interleaved with 3 mm thick scintillator layers. The detector sensitive edge is a.bout 28 mJU away
frolll t1Jeelectron beam. After the first, second and third tuugsten plates, corresponding approximately
to depths of 2, 4 and 6 radiation lengths, additional scintillator strips are installed. These 8 mm wide
vertical strips are connected at the top end to plastic light gnides. Signals from the strips can be used
to apply fiducial cuts and select well contained electromagnetic showers.

Test beam measurements demonstrated that for 1-5 GeV electrons hittillg the calorimeter centra.uy
lile e.ncrgy resolution is 0.25/JE(GeY) and the calorimeter linearity is better than J%.

The P11T [64] consists of 7 pairs of scintillator counters surrounding the beam pipe, in the forward
region, which detect particles scattered at very small angles, prelJominantJy associated with the rem·
n<l.lltof the proton. Two pairs of counters (PRT1) are located at Z == 5 m and five pairs (PRT2) at
Z == 2'1 Ill, tagging particles in the angnlar range from 6 to 26 mrad and 1.5 to 8 mrad, respectively. In
this analysis only PRTI has been used, because at sufficiently high -t (-t > 0.5 Gey2) some fraction
of trne elastic events, in which the scattered protoll stays intact, J,ave the outgoing proton detected in
PHT2. 8ach of the four counter paddles of PllTI are constructed as scintillator-lea.d sandwiclles with
two slires of 26 em x 15 cm x2.6 ffim scintillator separated by 2 mm lead foils as shown in Fig. (3.6).
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The reconstruction of the vector meson events is briefly discussed here. Then the online trigger
decision and its efficiency is presented. At the end the offline selection criteria are described.

For a cross section calculation a precise measurement of the luminosity is imperative. The experimental
definition of the luminosity is The production of vector mesons decaying into the two charged particles are analyzed. This require-

ment and fin.ite statistics Dmit the number of analyzed vector mesons to three p0-+1r+1r-, 4>-+J(+ J(-
and J jljJ-+e+e- j J.l+ J.l-.

where R is the events rate for a specific process and (I is the cross section of the same process. At
ZEUS the Bethe-Heitler bremsstrahlung process ep-+err is used to measure the luminosity as the
cross section for this process is very precisely known theoretically. The luminosity is determined from
the corrected rate of photons measured in the LUMI photon detector within an energy window where
the correction accounts for: photons originated from electron-gas interaction, multiple bremsstrahlung
processes which occurred at the same bunch crossing, geometrical acceptance of the detector, non-
Dnearity of the energy scale, and limited energy resolution. The totallum.inosity gated by the ZEUS
experiment in the runs used in this analysis corresponds to 1.98 pb-1 with an uncertainty of 1.1%.

The LUMI consists of two detectors: an electron and a photon detector. The photon detector is
placed at Z = -104 m close to the proton beam pipe. The electron detector is placed about Z = -35 III

close to the electron beam pipe. Both detectors consist of lead-scintillator electromagnetic calorimeter
(with energy resolution of 18%vE(GeV)) and one position detector (wruch consists of two layers
of horizontal and vertical scintillator fingers). The photon detector is additionally equipped with a
carbon filter (with the thickness of 2.5Xo) to absorb synchrotron radiation. However the presence of
the filter reduces the energy resolution to 24%vE(GeV) and introduces a 1l0nDnearity in the detector
response.

PRT
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The Veto Wall (VW) is an 87 cm thick iron wall, sandwiched by two scintillator layers, located a.t
Z = 7.27 m. It helps to srueld the detector against products of protoll-beam gas interactions, and its
timing information is used at the trigger level as a veto.

The crucial part in the trigger is also supplied by the C5 counter located at Z = -5.3 m which is
used to reject proton-beam gas interactions occurring between the VW and tltis counter.

A sketch of the diffractive vector meson production sigllatures in the·ZEUS detectOl- is shown in
Fig. (4.J). It is required to see the two oppositely charged traclts in the CTD. The mOIIlenta of lite
tracks a.re then used to reconstruct the invariant mass. The event is included in the a...llalysis WhCll

the reconstructed mass is near the mass of the vector mesoll under study. The DCAL aml P RT1 a.re
used to reconstruct additional particles. It is requil"ed not to observe additional particles in the ileAL
a"d BeAt. This requiremcnt on the onc hand reduces the photon-dissociative backgroullo<l and on thc



other hand fulfills the experimental definition of diffraction (Le. presence of the rapidity gap between
V and p( N)). The proton-dissociative production is tagged by the detection of additional particles in
the forwa.rd region (FCAL or PRT1) where the final state still consists of an exclusive vector meson
and the additional energy is deposited by the proton fragmentation system. The proton-dissociative
events wllere no energy is deposited in the forward direction are experimentally not distinguishable
from the elastic ones on an event by event basis. This is the maln contribution to the systematic error
on the cross sections measurement. The scattered positron detected in the PT ensures low virtuality
of the exdanged photon and allows a precise measurement of t.

The PT is sensitive to the 22-25 GeV positrons scattered under very small angles. The energy deposit
in the PT well above noise ("" 1 GeV) is required in the trigger. It is possible to reconstruct offline the
energy of scattered positrons by applying the fiducial cut whicll selects electromagnetic showers well
contained in the detector. However this reduces the number of observed good vector meson candidates
by 30% - 50% and increases systematic uncertainty of the tagging efficiency. In addition the energy
of the scattered positrons can be calcnlated from the vector meson four-momentum with much better
resolntion. therefore for the purpose of this analysis no offline reconstruction of the scattered positrons
was performed.

The package YCTRAK [15J is used to reconstruct CTD tracks and the primary event vertex. The
default reconstruction is dual (performs tracks finding twice per event). The first pass uses only
information from the CTD. The second pass uses information from other tracking detectors (YXD,
SRTD and RTD). In this analysis only the information from the CTD is used because this reduces
uncertainties in corrections for efficiency and acceptance.

In tile present analysis only the three-momenta of the decay particles were measured. The momentum
of the scattered positron as well as the angle between the V production plane and the positron
scattering plane were not measured. In such tagged pbotoproduction events Q2 ranges from the
kinematic minimum Q;'i" "" M;y2/(1 - y) "" 10-9 Gey2, where Ale is the electron mass, to the
nla."(il11umvalue at which the scattered positron is observed in the PT, Q~,ax "" 4EeEe, sin2(Bmax/2) ""
0.01 Gey2, where IImax is the maximum scattering angle and Ee and Ee, are the energies of the
incoming and the scattered positron, respectively. Since the typical Q2 is very small (the median
Q2 is approximately 10-7 Gey2), it can be neglected in the reconstruction of the other kinematical
variables. TIle photon-proton center-of-mass energy can be approximated by

Each track candidate begins as a track "seed" in an outer part of the CTD. A track seed is then
extrapolated inward, gathering additional hits with increasing precision as the track parameters are
updated. After all the track candidates are found the primary vertex is reconstructed. In the vertex
reconstruction only tracks which are compatible with coming from the beam line are used and a diffuse
pseudo-proton (centered at the beam spot in the XY plane with ux = uy = 0.7 cm) is added to help
constraining the vertex position. The final vertex fit not only solves for the final vertex position, but
also constrains the remaining tracks (vertexed tracks) to it willie simultaneously refitting direction
and curva.ture of the tracks.

In this analysis the vertexed tracks (assumed to be the decay tracks of the vector meson) are used
to perform a reconstruction of the event's kinematics.

where Ep and Ev are the energies of the incoming proton and of the produced meson 11 in the
laboratory frame; the meson longitudinal momentum is denoted by Pv,z.
The four-momentum transfer squared is given by

The recolLstruction of the calorimeter quantities uses as input the readout of the two photomultipliers
connected to each cell. In tlUs analysis the energies and the positions of tIle calorimeter cells contain
enough information to perform the event selection and reconstruction. Any cell (not associated to the
decay tracks observed in the CTD) with energy well above noise is a good evidence of the additional
particles being present in an event.

where p;, Pv and (J* are the pllOton and meson momenta and the angle between them in the photon-
proton center-of-mass system and

Those cells which exhibit noise above average or had been identified to have a faulty PMT were
removed from the analysis. For this purpose the energy distribution of all cells had been monitored
for all rUlLSused in this analysis [16].

to = (Mj; - M; - Q2 - M~)2/4W2 - (p; - PV)2

is the ll1a;.umum t((J* = 0) value. For Q2 «: -t,pb.,M~,Mj; «: W2, t and to are given by

t "" to - ph "" -M~(Mj; - M;J!W2 - P~,T

where pV,?" is the meson transverse momentum. Since the maximum -to value in tIle kinematic range
covered by this analysis is small (-to :s: 7.10-3 GeV2 for V = po, r/>and -'10 :s: 6.10-2 Gey2 for
\. = Jj1/,) cOll1pared to the -I value, it can be neglected. The t is then given by

The particle is observed in the PRT if it bits one of the PRT counter pairs. The hit in a given pair
is defined as the coincidence of signals above noise in botb counters. In order to suppress signals not
related to particles coming from the IP the timing cnt was a.pplied.



The energy Ev and momenta PV,Z,PV,T are calculated from the measured three-momenta of the
tracks observed in the CTD assuming that the tracks are pions, kaons or electrons for p, </> and J /.p,
respectively.

The approximation Q2 = 0 is used to reconstruct the decay angles in the helicity frame. In addition
no transverse momentum for the incoming positrons and protons is assumed.

AllY trigger inefficiencies which are not properly modeled ill the MC simulation will result in wrong
collclusions for physics analysis. Thus a correct simulation of the trigger is necessary. While the SLT
and TLT can be verified using pass through events (i.e. the event is tal{en independently of any trigger
decision) or cont7'01 trigger' events (i.e. some fraction of events with looser cuts tha.n the nominal
trigger are taken), this is difficult in the case of the FLT. Thus the main coucern is to ensure the
correct simulation of the FLT in the MC. The efficiencies of all sub-triggers were evaluated by an
event sample obtaiued by requiring independent triggers.

The positron and proton bunches collide at HERA every 96 ns. The ZEUS detector is required
to detect the products of positron-proton collisions resulting from any of the 107 bUllch crosses that
occur per second. Most of the signals observed by ZEUS are background produced by interactions with
residual gas in the beam pipe or cosmic rays which have much higher rates than that of positron-
proton interactions. To cope with such rate of background events and to select efficiently physics
events, there is a three level trigger system providing a final output rate of a few Hz. The first level
trigger (FLT) is a hardware based trigger while the second (SLT) and the twrd ('ILl') level trigger are
software based. At the FLT the trigger decision is taken based on the global properties of an event,
like energy sums, timing information or signals in the veto counters. The main task of the SLT is to
identify and reject background events while the 'I'Ll' runs part of the offline reconstruction code and
allows sophisticated and reliable filtering of interesting events. Events which are accepted by the 'I'Ll'
are written to tape and can be used for offline analysis.

The 1'1' issues a trigger for events with energy deposit above approximately 1 GeV. The low threshold
ensures that tile tagging efllciency is determined mainly by the geometrical acceptance.

The PT acceptance for high energy positrons scattered under very small angles was studied with
Bethe-Heitler events, ep -+ e'f]> as depicted in Fig. (4.2). Triggering on the events with a photon

Photon
Detector••••

The PT was installed at the beginJling of the 1995 running period. The trigger for PT tagged vector
mesons was optimized simultaneously with data taking so that only part of the 1995 luminosity is
useful for physics analysis. The final trigger configuration was used for ZEUS runs since run 13348.
The trigger demands the following requirements:

Photoproduction
Tagger

• At the FLT the candidates were identified by an energy deposit of more than ;::J 1 GeV in
the PT (PTFLT), at least one track candidate in the CTD (CTDFLT), no vetoes from tile
ZEUS veto counters VW and C5, and less than 1250 MeV energy deposit in the innermost
FCAL towers ring close to the beam pipe (FC AL-.BPFLT) (to remove proton beam gas inter-
actions). An upper limit of 1 GeV on the energy deposited in the LUMI photon and electron
(LU M LV ETG) calorimeters was also imposed. Tlus requirement suppressed random overlays
with bremsstrahlung events.

• The SLT included a restriction on the number of tracks and track segments in the CTD and
a reqillrement OIl the vertex position if the vertex had been found (CT D SLT). Further ClltS
allowed rejection of beam gas events and cosmic or halo 11\U011S.

• At the 'I'Ll' the selected events had exactly one vertex within ±60 cm of the IP with two tracks
pointed to it and no tracks not associated to the vertex (CTDTLT)

measured in the LUMI photon detector the PT acceptance fiB was studied as a fU.1lction of the
measured photon energy ill the L UMI. Fig. (4.3a) shows the distributioll of the measured photon
energy in the LUMI photon detector(non-shded histogram) and the subsample of events wit-II the positron
measured in the PI' (shaded llistogram). The acceptance AB is the ratio of these two distributions
aHer correction for the multiple events (in which the photon and positron originated frOID different in-
teractions) alld after subtraction of the positron-gas contribution.

Thns the Monte Carlo program using the HERA.beam transport matrices to simulate the scattered
positron trajectory was tuned so as to achieve tIle best agreement with the data.

The PTFLT efficiency for photoprodnction events was then ev<~luated using events generated ac-
cordiug to the equivalent photon approximation for positron scattering angles up 1;03 mrad (for larger
angles the acceptance is negligible) and were tracked through the HERA beam line. The fraction
Al of the positrons which passed the trigger was calculated as a fnnction of the collision energy W
(sholVu in Fig. (4.3b)). For the kinematical range used ill this analysis the average 1'1' acceptance wa.~
70% J: 11%.



detectors and in the calorimeter. Further complication is that the position of this collimator is not
precisely known and has been changing during running period. In the standard ZEUS MC simulation
the collimator is opened. Therefore another MC sample with the closed collimator was generated to
check the sensitivity of the results to the collimator position. Since the agreement between data and
Me is better in the case of the open collimator, the final MC sample consisted of 67% of MC events
with an open collimator and 33% of MC events with the collimator closed. The uncertainty on the
collimator position was accounted for by increasing the contribution of MC events with the collimator
closed to 67% and by decreasing it to 0% . Fig. (4.4) shows the FCALBPFLT veto inefficiency as a
function of All, for both MC samples and its nominalmi..'Cture.
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Figure 4.3: (a) The acceptance (crosses) of the PT as a function of the measured photon ene1'gy in LUMI /r".
bremsstralLlung data. The histograms are explained in text. (b) The acceptance of the PT as a function of the
collision energy W for photopI'oduction events. The shaded region represents the systematic unee1·tainty of
the PT acceptance. Figure 4.4: The inefficiency of the FCAL.BPPLT veto as a function of M'/.r. The histogram co'TCsponds to the

II1/xt"re of 67% of MC events with lLn open collimator ( squares) and 33% of MC events with a closed collimator
(empty CIrcles)

The procedure used to determine At and its systematic uncertainty is described in more details
in [18J.

In the analysis to account for the PT acceptance and efficiency the reconstructed Monte Carlo
events were weighted with the function A,(W).

The eTD trigger efficiencies were checked using the BPC F2 sample, whicll did not require any
tracking information in the trigger. Since the CTD trigger efficiency depends on the topology of the
two track events, all of the oilline selection cuts described in the next section were app.lied to select pO
events for BPC F2 data and MC sample. The trigger efficiency for data and MC was compared for
ea..ch trigger level. Also cont"ol tl'igge,'s with relaxed sur and TLT CTD cuts was used to check CTD
trigger efficiencies.

The CTDFLT trigger efficiency was found to be 94 ± 1.5% for data and 88 ± 0.5% for Monte Carlo.
The difference between data and Monte Carlo (6 ± 1.6%) does not depend on psendorapidity l( II) of tlle

To study the efficiency of the FC AL_BP FLT veto an independent trigger (BPC F2) without
FCALBFFLT was used.

The FCALBPFLT veto is set when there is more than 1250 MeV energy deposited in any of the
eight FCAL towers surrounding the beam pipe. Since the energy thresholds of FLT triggers are not a
step fnnction, a cut on offiine energy at 1200 MeV was introduced to obtajn a good agreement
between cata and MC.

The efficiency of the FC AL -BPFLT as well as the FCAL tagging efficiency is sensitive to the position
of the collimator C4 situated in front of the FCAL to reduce the radiation in the inner tracking



tracks. The CT DSLT trigger efficiency was 99% for both data and MC. The CT DTLT trigger efficiency
were found to be strongly dependent on almost all relevant variables for MC samples cOlltrary to the
results from BPC F2 and control trigger data. Therefore no TLT CTD cnts were finally required in
the MC simulation.

step events
1 183302
2 144490(79%)
3 108553( 59%)
4 98671(54%)
5 58483(32%)
6 25446(14%)
7 pO(22823), 4>(366) and J j.p(120)

The overall CTD trigger efficiencies (FLT, SLT and TLT in case of data and only FLT and sur
for Monte Carlo) were compared. Within the statistical error the differences between data and Monte
Carlo (3.5 ± 2.0%) do not depend on any relevant variable, except for M"". For low and for high M"
events no difference between data and Monte Carlo is observed bnt tile statistical error for data is
4%. The topology of the two track events ('7 distributions) for low Mn and for 4>are similar, as well
as for high M"" and for J 11/1 events. Therefore the cross sections for pO were scaled down by 3.5% and
no corrections were implemented for 4>and JI1/1 cross sections. The statistical errors 2% for pO and
4% for 4>and J 11/J events are included in the systematic error of all cross sections mea..5urements.

It was found that the LU M I V...ETO requirement rejects 10%±1 % of good events. To account for
this all cross sections were increased by 10% ± 1% where the error includes the statistical uncertainty
as well as the difference between results obtained using BPC F2 and random trigger samples.

5. An efficient cut against backgronnd, when other particles (from the photofl vertex) than
the two tracks are observed in UCAL, is a cut on the maximum euergy F;,.ax of calorimeter
cells that are not associated with the two tracks. This is achieved by applying a matching
rontine (TRKCLU [17]) associating the tracks in the CTD with the energy deposits in the
UCAL. Each calorimeter cell inside a circle of radius Rmax around the track is assigned to
the tracks. It is required that Emax is below an energy which is given by the nlaximal uoise
in the calorimeter. The noise in the calorimeter was studied by using random triggered
events. From this study the cut values for Emax were determined (Emax < 200(250) MeV
in the RCAL(BCAL)) by requiring that only 0.1% of alll'andom trigger events have tile
maximal noise greater than Emax. The size of the circle Rmax Was Jixed by studying the
pO MC events. The Rmax was chosen at the lowest possible value a.t which the efficiency
of keeping good pO events starts to flatten. A different size was nsed in EMC and HAC
(Rmax = 30(50) cm in the EMC(HAC)) section taking into account the djfrer~mt radial size
of the shower at dilTerent depth in the UCAL.

The signals in the veto counters are used to reject background events. H the background rate is hjgh
the accidental coincidences reduce also the rate of the interesting events. The random tl'iggel' and
BPC F2 sample were used to estimate the size of tlus effect. The same runs as used in the vector
meson analysis were selected and additionally the random tl'iggel' events were reweighted according to
the integrated IUlrunosity collected in each run.

1. Only runs above 13348, excluding special runs taken with shifted Z coordinate of the IP,
were used. Performance of the detector components was monitored during data taking and
runs with severe problems were discarded. Energy deposit in any of the. FC'AL.BP towers
was required to be less than 1200 Me V.

6. The W cuts were applied to restrict the measurement to a region where the PT acceptance
is well understood, namely 85 < vJ! < 105 GeV.

7. The final identification of the vector meson candidates was performed using cuts on tIle
iuvariant mass of the tracks in the CTD, assuming that observed particles are either pions
(M",) kaons (MKf{) or electrons (M ee) .

pO 0.55 < M"" < 1.20 GeV and Mf{K > 1.075 GeV
4>0.99 < MKJ< < 1.06 GeV

Jj.p 2.98 < Mee < 3.13 GeV
The cuts on ti,e 111;'" were used to suppress the contribution from otller vector mesons
(w->rr+rr-roo and p'(1500)->rr+ro-). The cuts on M[(J( and Me. were choseIl at the level
of ±3 typical mass resolution around the nominal reconstructed masses or ¢ and J 11/J to
reduce the non-resonant background.

The following conditions were required for selection of the vector meson candidates using the fiual
output from the ZEUS online reconstruction software:

2. Two opposite-charge tracks from a common vertex were required,

3. Track quaJjty cuts were applied to restrict the measurement to a region were the detector
performance and trigger eJficiency are well undel:stood. The pseudorapidity of each track
was required to be II/I < 2.2 and the minimum transverse momentum of each track ]1 T >
150 MeV.

4. The vertex was constrained to be around the nominal IP ,JV} + 1~~< 0.7 cm and Wzi <
40 cm.

The uumber of events after each of the above· selection steps are listed in Tab. (4.1) together
with a. fractional number of events, normalized to the number of events after tlle Jirst step.
The eJIecliveness of the cuts is displayed in Fig. (4.5a) where the invariant two pion mass
spectrum is shown after subseqnent application of the cuts. In Fig, (4.5a) contributions from
¢,w,pO,p'(1500 - 1700) and JI1/1 mesons are clearly visible. Fig. (4.5b,c,d) sllow tlle mass spectra of
tile selected events (before applying the invariant mass cut) with a clea.r pO, 4>and J /VI signal.

Fig.( 4.6) shows the comparison of the measured pseudorapidity (1/+) and transverSE rnomentllm
(pj:) or the positive tracks, W, hcJicity angles and V pseudorapidity ('7VM) distributions in the data
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Figure 4.5: The invariant two-pioll mass spectra (a) after subsequent application oJthe cats 1-6, Contribations
/1'om ¢,w,pO,p'(1500-1700) and J/l/J mesolls are clearly visible, Ma •• Slifct,," Mn (b), MKK (c) and Me< (d)
after 01/ sel-ection cuts (excel>t Jar the mass cat). The shaded ,·.gions indicate the cats on the invariant mass oj
the two tracks ased to select pO, ¢ and J /l/J candidales,

with MC ['Or pO ,<jJ and JI1/; candidates. The selection cuts on the plotted variables were 110t applied
and are indicated as a solid Jines. The MC events were reweighted as described in the follo\Vingchaptel'.
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Me Jar po ,</I and JI1/J candidolcs. Points "f/JT'eseTlt the data, The histograms correspond to the sam of clastic
and prolan-dissociative MC el'ents. Th.e solid lines cOITespond to the selection wis.



Both EPSOFT and DIFFVM assume that there is no MN evolution with t ({3 in :Eq. (5.1) is t
independent). It is in contrast to the results from proton-dissociative experiments as·-weJl as to the
expectation from Regge theory. In the triple Regge theory at a fixed t the MN distrib ution is given
by (see Eq. (2.27))

The efl'ective power {3depends on both a1P(t) and R(t). Very little is known about alP(t) and R(t)
at high -t. The authors of [25J assuming that R(t) is constant showed that a1P(t) ha..s a quadratic
form alP(t) == 1.08 + 0.25t + 0.08t2. However other scenarios are in principle possible (blear pomeron
trajectory with R( t) rising with -t).

For the acceptance calculation only the shape of !V[N at a given value of t is releva.nt. It does not
matter if it is due to the a/p(t) or R(t). The power {3 was determined at several vahtes of t in the
range 0.15 < -I. < 2.95 GeV2 from the fits of the Eq. (5.1) to the ISR data taken from [26J as it is
shown in Fig. (5.1).In this chapter the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation programs used to study efficiency of the selection of

the vector meson candidates are described.

da 1
dMj, ~ M~

where {3 == 2.0. DIFFVM simulates additionally the resonance enhancement for a light dissociative
system (MN < 1.9 GeV) according to the results of the proton dissociation on deuteronium. However
it is expected that such enhancement should disappear at sufficiently large -t.

The Me event and detector simulation is used to correct for acceptance and smearing effects due to
the final resolution of the measurement. The package GEANT [19] is used for the detector simulation.
DIPSI [20] generator was used to simulate elastic 1'P--> V p vector meson photoproduction. EPSOFT
[21] and DIFFVM [22J generators were used to simulate vector meson photoproduction with proton
dissociation 1'p-->V N. The MOZART package [23] was used to track the particles through tile whole
detector taking account of physics processes such as particle decay, energy loss and multiple scattering.

The mass distribution of the vector mesons were generated according to the Breit-Wigner function.
The distributions of the V decay angles were generated according to the SCllC. The t values were
simulated assuming an exponential dependence.

The mass spectrum of the nucleonic system resulting from the dissociation of the proton was cal-
culated as

In EPSOFT the multiplicity distribution for charged and neutral hadrons from the decay of the
nucleonic system N comes from a fit to the ZEUS photoproduction data and to hadron-hadron results.
In DIFFVM the proton fragmentation is carried out by the JETSET [24] program.

In this analysis MN and multiplicity of particles were not. measured so it was 1Iot possible to tune
the simulation to the present data. Therefore both EPSOFT and DIFFVM were reweighted so as to
describe MN distributions measured in the other experime1lts with proton dissociation at large -t.

2
MN /5

Figure 5.1: The invariant cross sections sd'u(dtdMj, at fixed tlalues oj t as a Jundion of Mi.(s. The solid
curoes a"e the "es"lts oJthe fits with Eq. (5.1). Data we"e taken Jrom [f6}



Fig. (5.2) shows the dependence of the power (J on t resulting from the fits shown in Fig. (5.1).
AdditionaJIy the results of the CDF measurement [27J at t "" a and UA8 [25] are presented. The solid
curve is tbe best parameterization of (J(t) used later to reweight proton-dissociative MC samples for
pC and <P :mesons. The dashed curves represent the systematic uncertainty OIl (J(t) used to evaluate
the systematic error due to the modeling proton dissociation.

measured in the pp->pN experiments in the low MN region. For the present data FCAL energy
limitation in the trigger restricted the mass of the dissociative system MN < 5 - 8 GeY therefore the
tonect siUllllation of the low MN region is essential.

Therefore the modeling of the proton dissociation in the standard EPSOFT was improved, according
t.o the results obtained in [41]. The multiplicity distributions for charged and neutral hadrons from
tile decay of the system N at a fixed mass MN are assllmed to be Gaussian
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where n = 1,3, .,. (multiplicity of charged hadrons) and n = 0,1,2, ... (multiplicity of neutral
hadrons) and

(n) = (n)ch = 2J(MN - 1I1p) for charged hadrons,

(n) = (n)nu = J(MN - Mp) for neutral hadrons,

(n)/D = 2.0 .

(5.5)

(5.6)

The anaJysis of the vector meson prodllction is complicated due to the fact that the acceptance depends
on all kinematic variables (W, Mv, t, <Ph,cos Oh). It is therefore important to have an MC simulat.ion
which is capable of reproducing the data to have confidence in the results.

To improve the agreement between data and MC in the reconstructed t, Mv and decay angular
distributions, the MC was reweighted so as t.o minimize the differences between the measured data
disl.ributions and the reconstructed MC distributions.

The nnknown parameters X are given by the minima in X2 function with respect to all parameters
X. [[ere variable X2 is defined as in [42J

Figure 5.2: The effective power f3 as a Junetioll oj -t resultillg from the fit oj the JOl'Tlmla du/dM}; ~ l/M.~
to the ISR <lata (empty circles). Also the result oj the CDF measurement at t "" a and UA8 are presented. 1he
cm'ves are explained in the text.

A different parameterization of (J was assumed in the J /1f; MC with proton dissociation. The steep
energy bell.avior of the elastic photoproduction cross section at HERA [31,32] cannot be described in
the Regge picture by a Pomeron trajectory with a universal intercept of a/p(O) = 1.08 but requHes a
larger intercept. In addition, a direct determination of the Pomeron trajectory has shown that the slope.
aiP from elastic photoproduction of J /1f; is much smaller than 0.25 Gey-2 [40J. Therefore as one 01
the systematic cllecks (J(t) = 2.35 was assumed (the dotted line in Fig. (5.2)). The (J vahle of 2.35 was
obtained by putting a/p(t) = 1.175 + O.Ot and R(t) = a into Eq. (5.2). The nominal parameterization
used in the pO and if; MC (solid curve) was also used as the second systematic check. As a nominal
parameteri zation of {3(t) for the J /1f; meson the average of the above two parameterizations was taken
(dashed-d<>tted curve in Fig. (5.2)).

where di is the number of data events in bin i, Inj ( X) the number of Monte Carlo events (mixture o[
clastic alrd proton-dissociative) determined with parameters 5i in the corresponding bin and q is the
error assigned to the nnmber of events in this bin. The sum in Eq. (5.7) runs through three dimensional
(F DT, t, 111..-)bins, where PDT = 1 [or events tagged as the proton·dissociative by requiring a signal
in the PRTI (or PCAL) otherwise PDT = O. The da.ta and Me events with PDT = 1 are aJmost all
'Pl'Otou·dissociative whiJe events with P DI' = a are the mixture of elastic and proton·dissociative ones.
This procedure allows to determine all parameters related to the t and lv/v <listributions separately
for clastic and proton-dissociative events as well as the relative contributions of these two processes
in the whole data sample. The minimalization was performed using the package MlNUIT (43J.

To improve the agreement he tween data and MC in the reconstrncted angular distributions, the
MC was reweighted in an iterative procedure. As the first step of this procednre the acceptance
corrections were calculated using the MC generated according to the SCHC hypothesis and the spin
density matrix elements were obtained as described in Sec. (6.3.3), Sec. (6.4.3) and Sec. (6.5.3). Then
the procedure was repeated using the spin density matrix elements as measured in thelirst step. The
whole procedllre was repeated uutil the parameters couverged.

Particle ITIultiplicity of the proton dissociative system

The param.eterization of t.he average ((n)) and dispersion (D) of particle multiplicity as a [unction of
MN used in EPSOFT comes from the fit to the ZEUS photon·dissociative photoproduction data and to
the hadron_-hadron results. However those fits were performed at relatively high vaJu.es of dissociative
masses. It was found that the standard EPSOFT does not reproduce the multiplicity distributions



Since the pO mass shape is skewed and since this skewing changes with t the pO MC was reweighted
a.ccording to the Soding parameterization (see Eq. (6.4)), where parameter BfA depends on t. The
dependence of the parameter BfA on t was parameterized as (see Sec. (7.1))

The parameters ks and bs describe the pO mass shape as a function of t. The parameter ks was flXed
to the value 0.8 Gey-2 measured at low -t ZEUS measurement [44J and only parameter bs was a free
parameter of the fit.

The contribution of the background events with photon dissociation (term f = Af(1 + 1.5Mn) in
Eq. (6.4)) also changes with t (see Sec. (6.3.1)). The parameter Af is treated as a free parameter
which depends on t. The dependence of Af on t was parameterized as

-t (Gey2)

lower limit upper limit
0.30 0.50
0.50 0.70
0.70 0.90
0.90 1.15
1.15 1.50
1.50 2.20
2.20 4.20

M"" (GeY)
lower limit upper limit

0.55 0.67
0.67 0.75
0.75 0.82
0.82 0.90
1.00 1.20

Mp and fowere free parameters and were assumed to be independent on t. The paranleters ks, bs,
Mp, fo and A~, based on the results of this analysis, were assumed to be the same for elastic and
proton-dissociative events.

The generated t distribution for elastic pO events was parameterized as suggested by the results of
this analysis (see Sec. (7.1))

The t-slope b~1 was fixed at the value ll. Gey2 measured at low -t ZEUS measurement [45J while
parameter b~l was a free parameter of the fit. The t distribution for proton-dissociative events was
generated according to the formula

dO'pd ~ (_1_),0(1) ebpdt+Cpd,2

dt MN
where j3(t) is the solid curve plotted in Fig. (5.2) whjle bpd and Cpd were free parameters of the fit.

The spin density matrix elements ,,83, "?il and "?~l were measured ill this analysis (see Sec. (7.1))
and taken the same for elastic and proton-dissociative events. The matrix elements ,.8il and,. n
were found to be t independent while "l°:!l can be approximated using a linear function

range corresponding to
parameter optimal value one standard deviation

Mp 766 MeY 763 MeY 769 MeY
fo 152 MeY 146 MeY 152 MeY
AO -0.06 Gey-3 -0.09 Gey-3 -0.03 Gey-3
/ 6.4 GeY-2 6.2 GeY-2 6.6 GeY-2bel

bpd 0.72 GeY-2 0.69 GeY-2 0.75 GeY-2
Cpd -0.28 GeY-4 -0.26 GeY-4 -0.30 GeY-4
bs 1.7 1.5 1.9
~1J.1 0.06 0.03 0.09"00
,.04 0.06 0.04 0.0810

"0 007 0.05 0.09

The .'1'2 fit (see Eq. (5.7)) was performed to the 84(=2 X 7 x 6) (PD~t,M".,.) bins. The t and M""
bin limits are given in Tab. 5.l.

Tab. (5.2) shows the fmal reweighting parameters and the errors corresponding to a change by one
standard deviation. These errors are used later to determine the systematic error due to changes in
the MC simulation. The parameters "83, "?3, "0 and its uncertainties were obtained from the fit to
res nIts of this analysis and are also shown in Tab. (5.2),

As an example of the agreement reached between data and MC after reweighting the tP MC, various
distributions ( t, HI, Mn, cos /h and <Ph) of pO candidates as reconstructed in the da.ta and in MC a.re
shown in Fig. (5.3). The distributions are presented in four t bins. The agreement between data and
MC is satisfactory. The proton-dissociative process domjnates at large -t,



The study of the </> mass distribution for the completeness of the results are presented together with
other results in chapter 6. Since the non-resonant background under </> signal cannot be neglected
it has to he accounted for in the reweighting procedure. The results presented in Sec. (6.4.1) show
that the background to the </> signal is well described by equation ABG (MJ(K - 2Mr(j6. where t>.
is almost t independeut. In the X2 fit (see Eq. (5.7)) data distributions were compared to the MC
distributions after background subtraction. The background contribution in the chosen 1> signal regiou
was parameterized as a function of t with a form

2 2.5

0.8< I tl < 1.4 GeV2

3 3.5
-r(GeV')

~~

The parameters t>., kbg and bbg were free iu the fit and assumed to be the same for elastic and proton-
dissociative events. The t and Mr<K bin limits are given in Tab. (5.3). Eq. (5.14) gives the background
contribution in the ¢ signal region (first MJ(J( bin listed in Tab. (5.3)). The MJ(J( bins ontside </> signal
region were used to constraiu t>. and Cbg(t).

-t (Gey2)

lower limit upper limit
0.4 0.6
0.6 0.8
0.8 1.4
1.4 4.0

MKJ( (GeY)
lower limit upper limit

0.99 1.06
1.06 1.09
1.09 1.12
1.12 1.15

50

a
1 -1 a 1

cosOh cos9h

50

5 5~. 9.

Similarly as for pO, the generated t distribution [or elastic ¢ events was parameterized as suggested
lJy the results of this analysis (see Sec. (7.1))

daeld.t~
daeld.t~

The t-slope b~, was fixed at the value 7.3 Gey2 measured at low -t ZEUS measurement [46J while
parameter b;1 was a free parameter of the fit. The t distribution for proton-dissociative events was
geuerated a.ccording to

dapcl ~ (_I_)/l(tl ebpdt (5.17)
dt MN

where {3(/) is the solid curve plotted in Fig. (5.2) while bpcl was one of the free parameters of the fit.

The spin density matrix elements 1'83 and r~~l were measured in this analysis (see Sec. (7.1))
a.ncl taken the same for elastic and proton-dissociative events. TIle matrix element " 86 was found
to bet independent wbile l'r~lcan be approximated using a linear fUllctioll

Figure 5.3: The t, W, Mn, cos Oh and 'Ph distributions oJ po candidates as reconstructed in the data and in MG.
The distributions aloepl'esfllted in Jour t bins. Points represent the data. Empty histograms correspond to the
sum oJ etasti.;; and proton-dissociative MG events. Shaded histograms are proton-dissociative MG events.

The matrix element ,·n was not measured and taken from SCHC, namely r?3 == O.

Tab. 5.4 shows the flllaJ rcweighting parameters and the errors corresponding to a change by one
st.andard deviation as obtained from the)(2 fit (see Eq. (5.7)) to the 32(==2 x 4 x 4) (PD~t,M .~) billS.



These errors are used later to determine the systematic error due to changes in the M C simulation.
The parameters r8ti and ro and its uncertainty were obtained from the fit to results of this analysis
and are also shown in Tab. 5.4.

As an example of the agreement reached between data and MC after reweighting the <P Me, various
distributions ( t, W, cos 8h and <Ph) of <P candidates as reconstructed in the data and in Me are shown
in Fig. (5.4). The distributions are presented in four t bins. The agreement between data and MC is
satisfactory. The proton-dissociative process dominates at large -to

range corresponding to
parameter optimal value one standard deviation

b". 5.6 GeV 2 5.0 GeV 2 6.2 GeV 2eI

bpd 1.3 GeV-2 1.1 GeV-2 1.5 GeV-2
kbg 0.20 0.18 0.22
bba 0.27 0.19 0.35

1'00 0.00 0.00 0.05
ro 0.14 0.07 0.21

Figure 5.4: The t, W, cosBn and (Pi. distributions oJ'" candidates as reconstructed in the data an,' ill MG. The
disll'ib'utions are presenicd in JOU1't bins. Points repreSell"t the daia. Empty hisiog1'ams cOlTesll01.d to ·the sum
"J elasllc and llroton-dissociative MG events. Shaded histograms are praton-dissociative MG events.



range corresponding to
parameter optimal value one standard deviation

4.3 GeV 2
0.3 GeV-2

0.16
0.08
0.15

3.3 GeV 2
0.1 GeV-2

0.13
0.00
0.05

5.3 GeV 2
0.5 GeV-2

0.19
0.30
0.25

Similarly a.s for <P meson the non-resonant background under J /1/J signal was accounted for in the
reweighting procedure. The results presented in Sec. (6.5.1) shows that the background to the J /1/J
signal is well described by equatiOll ABG' (1 + LiM •• ) where Li is almost t independent. In the X2 fit
(see Eq. (5.7)) the data distributions were compared to the MC distributions after background subtra-
ction. The background contribution in the chosen J/1/J signal region was assumed to be t independent

The parameters Li and kbg were free in the fit and assumed to be the same for elastic and proton-
dissociative events. The t and M•• bins limits are given in Tab. (5.5). Eq. (5.19) gives the background
contribution in the J /1/J signal region (second Me. bin listed in Tab. 5.5). The Mee bins outside <p
signal regio:n were used to constrain Li and Cbg•

-t (GeV2)

lower limit upper limit
0.1 0.5
0.5 1.2
1.2 4.0

M•• (GeV)
lower limit upper limit

2.40 2.98
2.98 3.13
3.13 3.50
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The generated t distribution for elastic J/1/J events was pa.rametrized as suggested by the results of

tltis analysis (see Sec. (7.1))

Mel ~ eb<i' . (5.20)
dt

The t-slope bel was a free parameter of the fit. The t distribution for proton-dissociative events was
generated according to

dO'pd ~ (_1_)/3(1) ebpdl (5.21)
dt MN

where (J(t) i~ the dashed-dotted curve plotted in Fig. (5.2) while bpd was free parameters of the fit.

The spin density matrix elements rg~ and r?~1 were measured in this analysis (see See. (7.1))
and taken the same for elastic and proton-dissociative events. The matrix element I' 88 was found to
be t indepen-dent wltile 1'?~1can be approximated using a lineal' function

The matrix element I·n was not measured and taken from SCHC, namely r?~= O.

The Tab. (5.6) shows the final reweighting parameters and the errors corresponding to a change by
one standard deviation as obtained from tbe X 2 fit (see Eq. (5.7)) to the 18( =2x 3 x 3) (P D ;t,Me) billS.
These errors are used later to determine the systematic error due to changes in Ule MC simulation.
The parameters r8~and 1'0 and their uncertainties were obtained from the fit to results of this analysis
and are also shown in Tab. (5.6).

As an exa:lllple of the agreement reached between data and MC after reweighting the J /1/.' Me,
various distributions ( t, W, COSOh and <Ph) of J /1/J candidates as reconstructed in the data and in MC
are shown in Fig. (5.5). The distributions arc presented in two t bins. The agreement between data
and M C is satisfactory.

Figllre 5.5: The t, W,COSOh and <Ph distributions of J/1/J condidates as reconstl'Ucted in the data and in MG.
The distl'lblltions a". pl'esented ill two t bins. Poillts represent the data. Ellll,ty his·tograms cOITesllOlld to the
sum of elastic and lJroton-dissociative },,1C events. Shaded histograms are proton-dissocifltil1f Me events.



variable
t (GeV )
W (GeV)

cos Bh
<Ph (rad)

Mv (MeV)

typical resolution
pO <P Jf'rI;

0.20 0.15 0.15
6 3 1

0.08 0.20 0.02
0.08 0.12 0.05
50 10 25

The acceptance in a given bin was determined as the ratio of the number of accepted Monte Carlo
events to the number of the generated events in the selected kinematic range. The acceptaace calculated
iu this manner accounts for the geometric acceptance, the detector and reconstructio n efliciencies,
the detector resolution and, the trigger efficiency.

Fig. (5.7) shows the overall acceptance for proton dissociative (squares) and elastic events (circles) as
a function of t, cos B h and <Ph. Inefficiencies at low -t as well as the strong variation of th.e acceptance
with <Ph for pO and <P mesons are due to the relatively small opening angles of the decay particles,
resulting in many very backward tracks (as can be deduced from the pseudo-rapidity dis:tributions of
tracks in Fig. (4.6)), outside the geometrical acceptance of the CTD.

The average acceptance was of the order of 30% and 5% for elastic and proton dissociative events,
respectively. The much lower acceptance for the proton dissociative events is mainly due to the FCAL
energy limitation in the trigger. This requirement restricted the invariant mass of the dissociative
system to MN < 5-8 GeV.

Fig. (5.6) shows the resolution for the variables: t, W, COS Bh, <Ph and Mv as a function of reconstructed
-t for pO, <P and J/,p mesons. Generally the resolution for all the variables improves with increasing
-t since both tracks cross more CTD super layers as -t increases. The angular resolutions deteriorate
significantly if the tracks from the V decay are not well spatially separated. This is the case for the <P
meson where opening angles between the two kaons are relatively small. In Tab. 5.7 the typical resolu-
tions are listed. There are no systematical differences between reconstructed and generated variables
except for the low -t region for the ¢> meson (excluded from the analysis) and mass reconstruction for
the J /,p meson. The radiation of the photons from electrons in the magnetic field caused a systematic
shift (50 MeV) in the reconstructed mass of J/,p observed in tllC J/,p->e+e-decay cllannel.

Table 5.7: The typical resolutions for the variables: t, W,COSOh,¢>h andMv for pO ¢> and J/l/J mesons.
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Figure 5.6: The resolution for the variables: t, W,COSOh,¢>h and Mv as a function of reconstructed -t fOl· pO
4> and J />/J mesons.
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The differential cross sections dfJ I dw (w = t, Mv, cos Oh, <Ph) for elastic and proton-dissociative photo-
production of the pO, <P and J 1'IjJ mesons, were evaluated in each bin of variable w as

dfJ( V) Nd.la·(I-GD)·GTe•

dw 'Yp~ P = A. £- . <1?., . t'.w . Gbr '

dfJ (-yp~VN) = Ndat.· GD' G,... (6.2)
dw A . £- . <1?., • t'.w . Gbr

where Ndata is the number of observed vector meson candidates in bin t'.w after all selection cuts, GD
is the contribution of the protou-dissociative events in the bin, GTe. is the resonant contribution in
the bin, Gb,' is the branching ratio of the observed vector meson decay mode, A is the acceptance in
the bin, £- the integrated luminosity, <]>., = J J fey, Q2)dydQ2 is the photon flux integrated over the y
and Q2 range covered by this measurement and t'.w is the bin width.

The effective photon f]\LXfor Q2 < 0.02 GeV2 and 85 < W.,p < 105 GeV is <]>., = 0.0121. The
integrated luminosity of the data sample is 1.98 pb-l. The branching ratios GbT are 1, 0.5 and 0.12
[or po, q, and J /VI respectively.

Some results of this analysis (pO mass shape analysis, helicity analysis and the ratios of cross sections
pO: <p: J II/I) are within errors the same for elastic and proton-dissociative processes. These similarities
indicate that the data are consistent with the hypothesis of factorization of the diffractive vertices.
Assuming factorization the differential cross sections for diIIractive vector meson production without
separation of elastic and proton-dissociative events were calculated according to the formula

Figure 5.7: The over'all acceptance Jar proton dissociative (squares) and elastic samples (circles) as a Jnl/ctiol/
oft, cos8h and <Ph. For the angular distributions the shape oJ the acceptance plots are the same Jar' etashc and
proton-dissociative events.

dfJ ( 'V 'V) Nd.ta . GTes- 'YP~ A =
dw A·£-·~).,·t'.W·GbT

where X is either the proton or higher mass nucleonic state N and the acceptance is uetennined from
a mixtnre of elastic and proton-dissociative Me events.

The systematic checks were subdivided into those related to the selection procedure aHd those renecting
the uncertainty in the model used for the Monte Carlo generator.

• Assuming the conditions requested for selection of vector meSOll candidates described in Sec. (4.3)
the en'ect of the [ollowiug changes was checked:



1. The tighter (PT > 200 MeV and /1)1 < 2.1) and looser (PT > 100 MeV and 1171 < 2.3) track
quality cuts were applied.

2. The tighter (Wzi < 35 cm and J~f+ V) < 0.5 cm) and looser (\Vzl < 45 cm and

JV} + Vi < 1.0 cm) vertex position cuts were employed.

3. The radia Rm•x were changed to 25(45) cm EMC(HAC) and to 35(55) cm EMC(HAC).

4. The maximum energy Emax wa.s changed to 200(150) MeV BCAL(RCAL) and to 300(250)
MeV BCAL(RCAL).

5. In the pO analysis the selected signal region was changed to 0.6 < M"" < 1.15 GeV and to
0.5 < M"" < 1.25 GeV.

6. In the q, analysis the selected signal region was changed to 1.00 < MKK < 1.05 Gel! and
to 0.98 < MliK < 1.07 Gel'.

7. In the J/7J; analysis the selected signal region was changed to 3.00 < Me. < 3.11 Gel' and
to 2.96 < Mee < 3.15 Gel'.

Other parameters were cllanged within their uncertainty listed in Tab. 5.4

28. Increasing and decreasing the parameter b~l'
29. Increasing and decreasing the parameter bpd.

30. Increasing and decreasing the parameter kbg.

31. Increasing and decreasing the para.met.er bbg.

32. Increasing and decreasing Tgg.
33. Increasing and decreasing the parameter TO'

• The effect of the following changes in the parameters assumed in the J /7J; MC were checked:

34. The decay angular dist.ributions were rcweighted according to the SClIC.

Other parameters were changed within their uncertainty listed in Tab. 5.6

35. Increasing and decreasing the parameter bel.

36. Increa.sing and decreasing the parameter bpd.

37. Increasing and decreasing the parameter kbg•

8. The threshold values of all PRTI counters were increased by 100%.

9. The FCAL instead of PRTI was used for tagging.
38. Uncertainty on the FeALJ3PFLT trigger efficiency accounted for by changing the relative

contribution of the MC events with open and closed collimator in front of the FCAL a.s
described in Sec. (4.2).

39. Uncertainty on the PTFLT trigger efficiency accounted for by using different parameteriza-
tion of the At a.s described in Sec. (4.2).

40. Uncertainty on the CTD trigger efficiency.

<II. Uncertainty on radiative corrections.

42. Uncertainty on the luminosity measurement.

• In order to estimate the systematic error from the uncertainties in modeling proton dissociation,
the following checks were made:

10. The parameterizations of the f3(t) were changed as explained in Fig. (5.2).

11. The average particle multiplicity (n) (see Eq.s (5.4) and Eq. (5.5)) were changed by ±0.4.

12. The ratio (n)/D (see Eq. (5.6)) was changed by ±0.5.

• The effect of the following changes in the parameters assumed in the pO MC was checked:

13. The t-slope b~1 was changed by ±1.0 GeV-2

14. The parameter ks was changed by ±0.05.

15. The decay angular distributions were reweighted according to the SCHC.

Other parameters were changed within their uncertainty listed in Tab. 5.2

16. Increasing and decreasing Mp•

17. In creasing and decreasing rp'

18. Increasing and decreasing the parameter A~.
19. Increasing and decreasing the parameter b~I'
20. Increasing and decreasing the parameter bpd'

21. Increasing and decreasing the parameter Cpd.

22. Increasing and decreasing the parameter bs.
23. Increasing and decreasing 1·gg.
24. Increasing and decreasing r~6'
25. Increasing and decreasing the parameter "0.

For all the results quoted in the following the systematic uncertainty wa.s determined through
repeating the full analysis for each systematic check. For checks: 1-4,6-15,26,27,:14,38,39 the analysis
was repeated starting from the reweighting of the MC samples as described in chapter 5. For all other
checks (except for 40,41,42) the analysis was repeated by changing only one parameter and keeping
all ol.hers at the nOlllinal value. The systematic errors due to the checks: 40,41 and 42 were evahlated
independently without repeating the analysis.

The errors due to the cllecks: lO, 11 and 12 are strongly correlated between di.fferent t bins. Therefore
on all the plots t.hese errors snmmed in quadrature are indicated as a shaded baud and are not inclnded
in the systematic error.

The efiect of checks: 39,40,41 ,'J2 has been considered to be independent of the variables umler
st.udy and contributes therefore to an overall normalization error, which is not shown on the plots.
TIle overall normalization error (17 %) is dominated by the uncertainty in the PT acceptance (16 %).
It haB been assumed that the overall normalization error does not afTect the mass shape and helicity
analysis as well as the measurements of the ratios of cross sections.

• The effect of the following changes in the parameters assumed in the q, MC was checked:

26. The t-slope b~1 was changed by ±1.0 GeV-2

27. The decay angnlar distributions were reweighted according to the SCHC.
The selected samples of the diffractively produced vector mesons are mixtures of elastic a.nd proton-
dissociative events. Proton-dissociative events were tagged by requiring a signal in one oJ the PllT1



counters above a threshold corresponding to the signal of a minimum ionizing particle signal. Alter-
natively, for systematic checks, energy deposits in the FCAL towers close to the beam pipe were also
used for tagging the proton-dissociative events. In fact the proton-russociative events where no energy
is deposited in the forward direction are experimentally not rustingllishable from the elastic ones au
an event-by-event basis. Therefore these two processes have been separated on a statistical basis using
MC simulation.

N~,dota N~,MC

Npd,data = Npd,MC

where N~.dato and N~,MC are the numbers of the tagged proton-dissociative events, whereas Npd,dn'.,
and Npd,MC are the numbers of all the observed proton-russociative events in the data and proton-
dissociative EPSOFT sample, respectively. The unknown numbers of the observed proton-russociative
events are equal: o

2 3 0

-f (GeV!)
2 3
-f (GeV!)N T IN~,MC

pd,do'a = Npd,do'a -N---'
pd,MC

Therefore, the fraction CD of proton-dissociative events in the data could be calculated

CD == Npd,data = N~,data IN~,MC
Ndata Ndata Npd,MC

3

-f (GeV!)
2 3

-f (GeV!)

where Ndata is the number of all observed diffractive events (elastic and proton-dissociative) in a
given t bin in the data. In Fig. (6.1) the observed fraction of PRTI tags (RD) in the data and in the
proton-dissociative MC as well as the estimated fraction of proton dissociative events CD are displayed
separately for the pO, <p and JI1/; samples. The same procedure was used for separation of the elastic
and proton-dissociative processes in the pO mass shape and helicity analysis.

2 3
-f (GeV!)

Figllre 6.1: Observed fraction of PRTl tags(RD) in datil (triangles with stlll.islieal ""'0" bars) Ilnd in I,he
proton-dissociative Me (shaded histogram) alld Ihe estimated fraction of p"otOll dissociative events in data,
CD, i" the r9 (1Ipper) , ifl (middle) and JI'" (lower) samples as a Junction oj -to The inner erro,' bars i"dica/e
the stat.slieal erro,', the outer bars the statistical and systematic er-rors added in quadmiu,·e. The shaded bands
represent the sIze of the correlated errors d'ue to modding oj the IIT'oton-dissoci"tion in 'the Monte Gado







This ratio falls off rapidly with -t from about 7.10-1 at -t "" 0.4 GeV2 to"" 10-2 for. -t ~ 1 GeV2.

Ta.b. (6.4) shows also the results of the fit with the single exponential function, A ·exp(bt), to the ratio
of cross sections in the t range 0.4 < -t < 1.2 GeV2. Due to the correlated errors the values of 11 and
h found from the fit to the ratio are not simply the ratio Ae//Apd and difference bel - bpd found from
the fits to the cross sections.

The differential cross section dfJ /dt for elastic and proton-dissociative pO photoproduction was ca.lcu-
lated according to Eg. (6.1) and EQ. (6.2). The proton-dissociative contribution, CD, was determined
as described in Sec. (6.2).

Since dfJ / dt was studied in tighter t bins than used in the pO mass analysis, the resonant contribution,
Cm was calculated analytically in each t bin

C"es(t) = fJ("'!J!-+pOX)/ J~.52sdfJ("'!J!-+7l"1rX)dMn

J;:.;:sro BW2(M .•••)dMn/ Jo1;s[lBW(M"".) + B/A/2 + Aj(1 + 1.5.M", )]dM .•••

(6.8)

(6.9)
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where the parameters B/A and Aj were calcnlated according to the parameterizations used in the
reweighting procedure (see Eq. (5.8) and Eq. (5.9».

Fig. (6.3) shows Cre• used to correct dfJ/dt as calculated from Eq. (6.9).

Figure 6.3: The C,,, Ilsed to obtain the differential cross section d(J/dt for elastic and protoll-dissociati'"e pO
photoprodllction. The shaded band corresponds to the totalllncertainty of the C,,,.

Figure 6.4: The difJe,.."tial c,'oss sectiolls d(J/dt (a) for the pmce,ses iP-+PP (circles) and iP-+pN (sgllares)
ill the kinematic mnge 2M" < M"" < Mp + 5f. , 85 < W < 105 GeV and M'Jr < 0.1· W2. The con-
lillI/OilS lilies represeut the results of the exponelltial fit of the for", A· eb'. The mtio of the cross sectiolls
d(J/dt(lI'-+pp)/d(J/dt(iP-+pN) (b) as a fllnctioll of -to The inner error bars on both plots indicate the statis-
tlcal 'lLl/certainty and the Qutet' ones the statistical and systel11atical U71Cfr"tainties s'uTlwlcd iu qUlldntlm'e. The
shaded region corresponds to the uncertainty in m,odeling proton dissociation.

Fig. (6.40.) shows the differential Cross section dfJ/dt for elastic and proton-dissociative (for Mlv <
0.1 ]1:(2) pO photoproduction. Both samples exhibit an exponential drop with increasing -t, with
the cross section for the elastic process falling off more steeply than that for the proton-dissociative
process. The results of fits with the single exponential function, dfJ/dt = A· exp(bt), in the t range
0.4 < -t < 1.2 GeV2 are shown in Tab. (6.4).

The ratio of the elastic to the proton-dissociative cross sections is also interes'ting quantity. Because
in each t bin the errors (also statistical) on dfJ/dt (see Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.2») are strongly correlated,
same errors on both distributions cancels in the ratio. Therefore the ratio was recalculated with a
conect treatment of the statistical correlations. In Fig. (6.4b) the ratio of the elastic to the proton
clissociative CrOSSsection is shown as a function of -t. Since the average t ill each t bill is dillerent [or
elastic (tel) and proton-dissociative (II''') events both cross section were corrected so as to be given at
the same t value of t' = (tel + tpd)/2 according to the following formula

The systematic uncertainty is dominated by the uncertainty in the parameterization of the MN
evolution with. t in the protolHlissociative MC, using FCAL instead of the PItTl for tagging proton
dissociation and sensitivity of the results to the position of the collimator in front of the rCAL.
The overall normalization error for cross sections measurement is also significant. The effect of these
systenlatic checks on the cross sections and on the ratio o[ cross sections are listed ill Tab. (6.5) for
different t vahles. The systematic errors due to the checks: 1,2,3,4,8,11,12 and 15 are of the order
3-5 % , other systematic error are below 3 %. The variation of the t-slope at low -t for elastic
process from 11 GeV-2 by ± J GeV-2 changes the elastic cross section by ± 5 % only ill the first I

bill. The variation of the background contribution within its lJnCertaillty (check 18) changes the cross
sections at la,rge -I by ± 5 % .

where the subscripts on b refer to the elastic (el) and proton-dissociative (pd) samples and t-slopes were
obtained from the !its with function ~ exp(bt) separately for elastic alld proton-dissociative samples.



The differential cross section dO'/ d cas 0h and dO'/ d,Ph for elastic and proton-dissociative pO photopro-
dllction was calculated according to Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.2). The proton-dissociative contribution, CD
was determined as described in Sec. (6.2) as a function of relevant angles. It was assumed that the
resonant contribution Cre> does not depend on cas Oh and <Ph.

In Fig. (6.5) the acceptance corrected cos Oh and <Ph distributions for elastic sample are shown
together with the results of the fits according to Eq. (2.19) and Eq. (2.20) in three t ranges. Also the
spin density matrix elements 1'8;5 and 1'~~1 obtained from these fits are shown as a function of -t. The
same distributions for proton-dissociative sample are presented in Fig. (6.6) in four t ranges.

process

"yp-+pp
"yp-+pN

"yP-+PP/ "yp-+pN

I A
51 ± 7 ± 11 ± 10 (f.lbGeY 2)

14 ± 1 ± 3 ± 1 (f.lbGey-2)

3.1 ± 0.5 ± 0.5 ± 0.7

I b GeV-2

6.0 ± 0.3 ± 0.3 ± 0.4
2.4 ± 0.2 ± 0.2 ± 0.3
3.4 ± 0.3 ± 0.3 ± 0.2

Table 6.4: The results of the expollential fit of the form A . ebt to the differential cross section du/dt for I.he
processes iP-+PP and 7P-+pN and to the ratio of cross sections. The first error is the statistical one the second
error is the systematical one and the last error is the error in modeling proton dissociatioll. 1

cosehr:~B~d
,J•• a fo .....Q 0.2

-0.2

~OA!

1.4
_t(GeV2)

:]systematic ~ ~ ~/~
check

-t '" 0.5 -t'" 1.0 -I. '" 2.0 -t '" 0.5 -t '" 1.0 -t'" 0.5 -t'" 1.0

10 10 % 30 % 70 % 4% 10 % 6% 20 %
9 -10 % -5 % 10 % 10% 20 % 20 % 25 %
38 15 % 15 % 15 % 5% 5% 10 % 10 %
39 16 % 16 % 16 % 16 % 16 % 0% 0%

..- fa~ 0.2

::: ~,

Table 6.5: Main systematic uncertainties on the pO cross sections and the ratio of cross seclion at different
value oft.

Figure 6.5: Differential distrib"tion l/udu/dcosO" and l/udu/d,p,. for elastic pO photo1'1'Od"clion in three t

Inns. The cOllli""o"s lilles represent the results of the fits acco/'dillgto Eq. {2.19} and E". {2.20}. The spin
density matrix elements as a function of -t obtailled by jitting Eq. {2.19} and Eq. (2.20) to the da·ta. The illner
arM' bars illdicate the statistical err01', the outer o"es the stnlistical and systematicnl error added in quad,..t'Ure.







The differential cross section du/dt for elastic and proton-dissociative </> photoproduction was calcu-
lated according to Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.2). The proton-dissociative contribution, CD, was determined
as described in Sec. (6.2).

process
"Ip-+</>p

"I p-+ 4>N
"Ip-+¢p/ "Ip-+<pN

A
6.8 ± 2.0 ± 2.9 ± 0.9 (pbGeV -')
1.6 ± 0.4 ± 0.6 ± 0.2 (pbGey-2)

1.7 ± 0.7 ± 0.9 ± 0.7

b Gey-2

6.3 ± 0.7 ± 0.7 ± 0.3
2.1 ± 0.5 ± 0.3 ± 0.4
3.0 ± 0.8 ± 0.8 ± 0.4

The resonant contribution, Cre., in the <p signal region was parameterized as a function oft according
to the Eq. (5.14)

Fig. (6.90.) shows the differential cross section du/dt for elastic and proton-dissociative (for M~ <
0.1 W2) </> photoproduction. As in the pO case, both differential cross sections decrease exponentially
with increasing -t The results of fits with the single exponential function, du/dt = A· exp(bt), in the
t ra.nge 0.4 < -t < 1.2 Gey2 are shown i.n Tab. (6.7).

Table 6.7: The results of the exponential fit of the form A· ebl to the differential C1'OSSsection da-jdt for the
processes "I1'....•4>Pand rl'-+4>N and to the mlio of cross sections. The first error is the slalistical one the second
error is the sys"tematiCllI one alld the last error is the e1Tor in modeling proton. dissociation.

Present statistic does not allow to study heiicity angle distributions after separation of the elastic and
proton-dissociative samples. The helicity allalysis was performed usiug all diffractive </> candidates
assuming that the factorization holds and the decay augular distributions are the same for elastic and
proton-dissociative events.

·2to • rp ...•~ P
• rp ...•~N

Defore acceptance correction the background contribution was subtracted from the data. Tt was
assumed that the helicity angle distributions of the background events in the <p signal region (0.99 <
J1.h-f( < 1.06 GeY) are the same a.s outside this region (1.06 < MJ(J( < 1.15 GeV).

i
~ to-2

b-8

In each t range considered in this study the normalized cos 8h and <Ph djstributions obtained for
events lying outside tJ,e <P signal region were subtracted from the distributions obtained for event.s
lying inside the <p signal region. The amount of subtracted events was choosen according to the results
of the Ml' [( spectra analysis described in one of the previous sections.

Tn Fig. (6.10) the background subtracted and acceptance corrected cos 8h and <Ph distributions are
showu together with the fits according to Eq. (2.19) and Eq. (2.20) in four t bins. On the plot also
t.he spin density matrix elements 1·ggand 1'~~1 obtajned from these fits are shown a.~a function of -to
Similarly as in the case of pO, at the highest -I bins l' ~~l was found to be different from zero. Present
stat.ist.ics does not allow to perform the MJ(J( analysis in bins of the helicity angles to directly extract
the IP contribution as a function of the heJicity angles.

2 2.25

-t(Gev')

t.4

-t(Gev')

Figure 6.9: The differential cross sections da/dt (a) f01' the processes rl'-4>1) (circles) and rp-4>N (squares)
in the kinemalic range 85 < W < 105 GeV and Mj, < 0.1 . W'. The continuous lines represent the "estllts
of the exponential fit of Ihe fONn A· ebl• The ratio of the cross see/ions da/dt(rp-+4>I')/da/dt(rp-+4>N) (b)
as a function of -to The inner error bars on both plots indicate the statistical uncertainty and the ouler ones
the statistical and systematical uncertainties Slimmed in qtladrature. The shaded region corresponds to the
uncertainty in modeling proton dissociation.

The main systematic uncertainties on the ¢ cross sections and ratio of cross section are similar as
those discussed in pO production case.
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Similarly as in the case of ¢ the non-resonant background under the J /1/J signal was determined by
fitting the observed mass spectra in data witlLOut mass dependent corrections, Due to the limited
statistics of the sample the J (if; invariant mass analysis was performed in two t bins for all selected
events and in one bin for PRTI tagged events, A sum of the Gaussian (muon decay channel) and the
bremsstrahlung function convoluted with the Gaussian (electron decay chanuel) with equal weights is
fitted to the data over a linear background of the form

Fig, (6.11) shows the two electron invariant mass spectra separately for all selected events and for
events with the additional tag in the PRTl. In each of the plots the fitted non-resonant background
is shown as a dashed line. The results of the fits are summarized in Tab. (6.8),

-t (GeV') MJN (MeV) resolution (MeV) backg, (%) X'/NDF
0,0 - 0,2 3083 ± 5 20 ± 5 19 ± 4 0.93
0.2 - 3,0 3092 ± 4 15 ± 3 20 ± 5 0,60

x /NDF
0.43

Ta-hle 6,8: SlImmary of resllits for the fits shown in Fig, (6.11). The background column indicotes the jitted
Fact",,, of the background events in the region 2,98 < M" < 3,13 GeV, In each case the fit range is 2,6 <
MKK < 3.4 GeV,

Figure 6.10: Differential distribution l/udu/dcosBh and l/udu/dif>h for dijJractive if>photop"oduction in four
t bins, The cOlltillUOUS lilies represent the reslIlts of the fits according to Eq, (£,19) and Eq, (£,£0), The spin
density matrix elements as a fUlIction of -t obtained by jitting Eq, (£,19) and Eq, (£,£0) to the data, O"ly
statistical errors are shown.

The values obtained for the mass of the J /1/J are in agreement with the Particle Data Group and
the observed tracking resolution is also in good agreement with that obtained using the Me, The
fraction of the background events was found within the statistical error to be the same for all selected
events and [or those with a hit in the PUT, also 110 t dependence was observed. This indicates that
the non-resonant background is on the same level for elastic and for proton dissociative J /1/J events
independently of the chosen t range.



The differential cross section dO'j dt for elastic and proton-dissociative J j1/J photoproduction was calcu-
lated according to Eq. (6.1) and Eq. (6.2). The proton-dissociative contribution, CD, was determined
as described in Sec. (6.2).

According to the results of the previous section the resonant contribution, Cre., in the Jj1/J signal
region is 80 ± 5%. The same resonant contributions were assumed for elastic and for the proton
dissociative.
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Fig. (6.12a) shows the acceptance corrected t distributions for elastic and proton dissociative J j1/J
events together with the results of an exponential fit of the form A . ebt in the range 0.4 < -t <
1.2 Ce\l2 In Fig. (6.12b) a ratio of the elastic to the proton dissociative cross section is shown as a
function of :'-t. The results of fits with the single exponential function, dujdt = A· exp(bt), in the t
rallge 0.4 < -t < 1.2 GeV2 are shown in Tab. (6.9).
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-t (GeV)i$Figure 6.11: Two electron invariant mass distr'ibutions for J/1/J candidates in two t bins for all selected data

(upper plots) and in one bin for evellts with a tag in the PRT (lower plot). The continuous line is the result
of the fit to the sum of the Gaussian (muon decay chanllel) and the bremsstrahlung function convoluted with
the Gaussian (electron decay channel) with equal weights plus a linea,' bllckground. The fitt.ed backg"ou"d is
indicated by the dllshed line. Figure 6.12: The dIfferential cross sections dujdt (a) for the processes 11,-.J j1/Jp (circles) and Ip-.J ;';,N

(sguares) in the kinematic range 85 < W < 105 GeV and Ml. < 0.1 . W2 The continuous lines represent fhe
results of the exponentilll fit of the form A· ebl. The .-atio of·the cross sections dujdt(IP~"')J)jdu/dt('1,->"'N)
(b) as a function of -to The inner erro,' bars on both plots indicate the statistical uncertainty and the ouler
Dues the .'iletlistical and systematical uncertainties summed in qUl£draluf'c. The shaded 1'CgiOll corresponds to the
uncertainly in modeling proton dissociation.



process

'YP->JNp
'Yp->JNN

'Yp-+JNp/ 'Yp->JNN

A
0.22 ± 0.03 ± 0.1 ± 0.02 (J.lbGeV -2)

0.055 ± 0.022 ± 0.022 ± 0.003 (J.lbGeV-2)
2.4 ± 0.7 ± 0.8 ± 0.2

I b GeV-2

4.0 ± 1.2 ± 1.0 ± 0.5
0.7 ± 0.4 ± 0.2 ± 0.4
2.1 ± 1.2 ± 0.6 ± 0.3

Table 6.9: The resuUs of the exponential fit of the form A· ebl to t.he differential cross section d(J/dt for the
processes -yp--+J/1/Jp and -yp-+J /1/JN and to the ratio of cross sections. The first error is the statistical one the
second error is the systematical one and the last error is the model dependent error.

The helicjty analysis was performed for all diJfractive J /'1/; events in two t bins. The procedure used
to subtract nonresonant contribution was the same as in the if> case. The events lying outside the J /'1/;
signal region (2.40 < Mee < 2.98 GeV) or (3.13 < Me< < 3.50 GeV) were used to subtract nonresonant
contribution. 4 ~ 0 U " ~ 0 U

cosOh

!::t~~JIn Fig. (6.13) the background subtracted and acceptance corrected COS8h and <Ph distributions are
shown together with the fits according to Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (2.23) in two t bins. On the plot a.lso
the spin density matrix elements rg~ and 1'?~1obtained from these fits are shown as a function of -to
Similarly as in pOand if> case, r?~l was found to be different from zero. Present statistics does Hot
allow to perform the Me. mass shape analysis in bins of the helicity angles to directly extract the J /11.1
contribution as a function of the helicity angles. 0 2 6 0 2 4
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Figll,.0 6. 13: DifferentiILI distribution 1/udu / dcosOIt and 1/udu / d¢1t for difTractive J /1/J I,hotoproduction in two
t bws. The continuous lines represent the resuUs of the fits according to Eq. (fU!2) and Eq. (2.23). The sl,in
d'".<ily mal,.ix element.s a.<a funclion of -t obtained by fitting Eg. (2.!!!!) and Eg. (2.23) to the dat.a. Only
slalisllclll el'J'OTS at'e showll.



In this chapter the results of th.is anaJysis are compared to the previous ZEUS measurements. Then
the predictions from the Regge and pQCD models are confronted with the data.
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10 aPhotoproduction of vector mesons at ZEUS was extensively stud.ied in the low -t region [45,50,46, 31J.

It is interesting to test how these results extrapolate to the high -t region covered by this analysis.
In the following sections the t dependence of the cross sections as well as the mass shape and the spjn
density matrix elements as a function of t are discussed.
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In Fig. (7.1) the differential cross sections du/dt for the elastic pO, if> and J/1f; photoproduction mea·
sured in this anaJysis and in the earlier ZEUS anaJyses are shown. The present data agree well with
the low -t results in the region of overlap, except for the pO case. The value of du /dt at -t ~ 0.3 Gey2
of the LPS tagged pO anaJysis[50] (empty crosses) agrees within the error with both this measurement
(full circles) and untagged photoproduction resuJts[45] (empty circles). However this anaJysis differs
from the untagged results by more than three standard deviations.

The data for p ° cannot be described by a single exponentiaJ function, e bt , over the whole t range.
Also a quadratic function in exponent, ebt+ct2, does not describe the data. The .best quaJ.ity of the
fit was obtained using single exponentiaJ function where the slope changes at t ~ -0.25 GeY 2 The
solid curve represents the result of the fit to the combined data. The t-slope was founJ to be b =
10.2 ± 0.2 Gey-2 for - t -; 0.25 Gey2 and b = 6.0 ± 0.2 Gey-2 for - t > 0.25 Gey2

Similarly as for pO the data for if> also cannot be described by single exponential function over the
whole t range. In this case it was found that the slope changes at t = -0.35 Gey2. The solid curve
represents the result of the combined fit. The t-slope for if> was'found to be b = 7.8± 1.8 Gey-2 for-t -;
0.35 Gey2 and b = 5.4 ± 0.5 Gey-2 for - t > 0.35 Gey2.
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Figure 7.1: The diJJerential cross sections d" / dl Jar elaslic pO (upper plot) '" (middle pial) alld J N (botlom
7'101) 1,hoioprod«etion. The full ci"des correspond to this measurements, the empty symbol., are Jnn>! the earlle,'
ZEUS of/alyses. Th.e solid Cll1'1Jesrepl'esenl the resllU oj th.e combined fit.



The study of tbe pO decay angular distributions presented in Sec. (6.3.3) shows that tbe factorization
hypothesis seems to hold. This allows to combine the elastic and proton-dissociative processes in
order to reduce the statistical errors. Fig. (7.3) shows the compilation of the helicity analysis results
obtained in th.is thesis and earlier ZEUS measurements. The results are presented in terms of the
matrix elements 1'86 , 1'?6 and 1'?~l for pO, ¢ and J/1/; production as a function of -t.

The matrix elements are gellerally consistent with sene hypothesis except for the highest -t range
accessible in this analysis were 1'?:1 was found to be slightly din'erent from zero for all the vector mesons
and the parameter 1'?(J,which was found to be also different from zero. However present accuracy does
not allow to conclude about SeB e violation at t range covered at tbis analysis.

The reweighting procedure described in Sec. (5.2) requires the spin density matrix elements to be
parameterized as a function of -to It was assumed that 1'86 and 1'n does not depend on t while 1'?~1
ca.n be parameterize as 1'?:1 = rot. Tab. (7.1) summarizes the values of l' 8(J,1'?<Jand 1'0 resulting from
the Iits to the present data.

The fact that the results for pO mass shape analysis presented in Fig. (6.2) are the same within the
errors for the elastic and proton-dissociative processes shows that factorization holds. This allows the
study of the p 0 mass shape for the total iliffractive sample with higher statistical accuracy. Fig. (7.2)
shows the ratio B /A (Soiling parameterization) and n (Ross-Stodolsky parameterization) as a function
of -t for diffractive po events. The results of this analysis are compared with the low -t results [44].
The data. agrees in the region of overlap. The solid curves are the results of combined fit with single
exponent.ial function k·ebkt. For B/A, k = 0.80±0.05 GeV-1/2 and bk = 1.75±0.15 GeV-2 while for
nwehavek=6.1±0.4 and bk = 1.76 ± 0.15 GeV-2.
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Figl1l'e 7.3: The spin density matrix elements as a function of -t measured in this analysis (full symbols) and
jllthe low -t ZEUS measurements (empty symbols) for p 0 (cireles), q,(squal'es) and J /t/J(17'iangles) mesons.

Figure 7.2: The ratio B/A and the parameter n as a function of -t for the total diffractive sample. The tllllily
cl1'eles correspond to ZEUS 1994 measurement [44].

parameter pO ¢ IN
"86 0.06 ± 0.03 0.00 ± 0.05 0.08 ± 0.22

Rer?6 0.06 ± 0.02

"0 0.07 ± 0.02 0.14 ± 0.07 0.15 ± 0.10



In the following sections the results of this analysis are compared to the pQCD and Regge based
model. The calculations for the production of the pO and ¢ mesons were done at the lowest order in as.

The non-perturba.tive e.rrects were simulated by introducing effective masses of quarks and anti-quarks,
mq . .rn L;'ig.(7.4) the solid (dotted) lines represent results for mq =300 (200) MeY. The contribution
of the purely perturbative production is still small for the considered t range and is represented by
dashed lines. The comparison of the curves in Fig. (7.4) at much higher -t range (not shown on the
plot) indicates that the purely perturbative prodnction (dashed lines) of the po and ¢ mesons may
dominate approximately only above -t of 10 and 6 Ge y2, respectively (intersection points of dashed
and solid curves).

In Fig. (7.4) the measured proton-dissociative cross sections calculated for Mit < 0.01 . H,2 a.re
compared with the pQCD predictions for light [12] and heavy [9J mesons at -t > 1 Gey2 The
requirement of relatively small mass MN was imposed to ensure coupling of the exchanged gLuons to
the same quark [10] in the proton, as was assumed in the calculations. The nominal perturbative QCD prediction for the J /1/J production compares well witll the data

(solid lin.e in Fig. (7.4)). The extrapolation of this prediction below -t =1 Gey2 (dashed line) gives
also a good description of the data .. The uncertainties due to the choice of as (±10% - dotted lines)
a.nd the log (W2 /WJ) scale (0.2 < WJ < 5 Gey2 - dashed-dotted lines) are significant, however a
good agreement of the shape of the differential cross sections is preserved. The nominal values of
ffS = 0.2 and Wo = 1 GeY are favored by the data.

Flavour independence (U(4) symmetry) predicts that the ratio of the production cross sections of ¢ :
pO sllould be 2: 9 and that of J/1/J : pO should be 8: 9. These predictions are in large disagreement
with the elastic cross sections measured at low Q2 At W =70 GeY the ratios ¢ : pO = 0.065 ±
0.013 [3D] and J /1/J : po = 0,00294 ± 0.00074 [31) were measured. Tn the DIS kinematic region, as
Q2 increases to about 12 Gey2, ¢ : pO = 0.18 ± 0.05 [30J and 0.19 ±0.04 (28) at W"" 100 GeY were
oblajned. The ratio J /1/J : pO is 0.64 ± 0.35 for Q2 = 10 Gey2 and 1.3 ± 0.5 for Q2 = 20 Gey2 [291 at
IV "" LOOGeY. These reslllts point to tile fact that the U(4) symmetry seems to be restored at large
Q'z. It is thus interesting to see how the vector meson cross section ratios change with t.

2.5 3

-I (Gev")

The ratio of the differential cross section of ¢ : po is plotted in Fig. (7.5) as function of t for the
el~stjc and the proton-dissociative reactions. Tlte value at t = 0, 0.048± 0.015 was obtailled by using
the ratio of the total cross sections taken from [30J, multiplied by the ratio of the respective slopes
of tile differential cross sections, using the relation da / tlt( t = 0) = ba. There are no data at t = 0 for
the proton-dissociative process. The result obtained indicates that -t =3 Gey2 is not a sufficiently
large scale for the restoration of the U(4) symmetry.

The ratio of the differential cross-sections of J/1/J : pO is displayed in Fig. (7.5) in a similar manner
to that of the ¢ : pO ratio. Here too the value at t = 0, 0.00138±0.00044 was obtained by using the
ratio of the total elastic cross section values [31) and rescaling them by the ra.tios of tIte respective
s,lopes of the din'erentiaJ cross sections. The ratio of the differential cross sections is seell to be growing,
it re~,ches a value which is still more than one order of magllitude smaller than the expected 8 : 9 even
at -I, = 3 Gey2
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Figure 7.4: The comparison of the measured differential cross sections for the pl'oton-dissociative production
with the pQCD based models. For the descriptioIL of curves see the text.
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The ra.tio of the elastic to the proton-dissociative reaction is expected (see Eq. (2.35)) to be independent
o[ the type of the vector meson.

To test this hypothesis the ratios !fif(-yp --+ V p)/ !fif(-yp --+ V N) for the three vector mesons V =
pl', ¢, J /1/J were re-plotted in Fig. (7.6). As can be seen, the ratio is the same withill errors for each of
the three vector mesons, confirming the factorization hypothesis.
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Figure 7.5: The ratios oj the diff"'ential cross sections do/dt, 4>to pO and J /t/J to l Jor the elastic ( Jull
circles) and the proton-dissociative (squa,-es) photoproduction. The empty circles represent the measuremenls
Jor the elastic production at t = O. The dashed lines correspond to the U(4) expectations.

Figure 7.6: The ratio oj elaslic to 1,roton-dissocialive diJJe"ential cross section as Junction oj -t Jor' pO (cirdes),
4> (squa"es) and J /1/J (Irianglcs). The error bars correspond to the total error.

lll. the Regge theory the elastic CI'OSS section da/dt is given by (see Eq. (2.26))

M/dt = f(t). (W2)2a..,(tl-2

where ilt) is a [unction of t only and o..,(t) is tllePomeron trajectory.

By st.lldying t.he W dependence of da/dt at fixed t, 0/P(t) can be determiued directly. U in addition
the trajectory is assumed to be linear

0IP( t) = OIP(O) + o't

82



The intercept and slope of the trajectory can be obtained by fitting Eq. (7.2) to the measured qp(t)
values.

The most precise determinations of the Pomeron trajectory using the above mentioned procedllre
are from pp elastic scattering experiments and yield an intercept of a IP(O) =: 1.08 and a slope of a' =:

0.25 Gey-2 [36, 37]. It is accepted that the Pomeron trajectory is universal and has a slope of 0.25
GeV-2.

The steep energy behaviour of the elastic J I 1/J photo production cross section at HERA cannot be
described in the Regge picture by the Pomeron trajectory with a constant intercept of 1.08 and requires
a larger intercept. In addition, a direct determination of the Pomeron trajectory in a way similar to
that described above showed that the slope 0/ from elastic photoproduction of J I 1/J is smaller than
0.25 GeV-2 [40]. These observations point to the fact that the Pomeron trajectory does not seem to
be universal when a large scale is involved. It is thus of interest to see whether the universality notion
can be kept in soft interactions.

In the present analysis the accurate means of measuring t for the tagged events permit a mea-
surement of the trajectory over the region in momentum transfer where the energy dependence in the
elastic cross section changes from rising to falling.

Since the reaction 'YP --+ pOp is dominated by Pomeron exchange only at energies W ~ 10 GeY,
one cannot use lower W measurements of df7Idt for this reaction. Therefore the only fLxed target
experiment which can be used is the OMEGA experiment (WA4) [52] which measured elastic photo-
production at W = 6.7,8.2 and 10.1 GeV. The OMEGA data are presented as elN lelt at the three W
values, and fitted to the form df7ldt =: aexp(bt + ct2) in the t range 0.06 < -t < 1 GeV2 From the
HERA data the measurement of the HI collaboration [53] at W=:55 GeV, the earlier measurements of
the ZEUS collaboration at W=:71.2 GeY [45] aJld at W=:73 GeV [50], and the present data at Hl=94
GeV are used. Up to -t values of 0.45 Gey2 only data above W = 10 GeV are used, since there are
three or more points at each t value. At higher -t also the point at W = 8.2 GeV is used so as to
have a minimum of 3 points for the VV dependence fit.

.••• ZEUS [45J

" ZEUS[5()j

• H1 [531

The data of df7Idt used in the determination of aIP(t) are presented in Fig. (7.7) in 12 t bins in
the range 0 ~ -t ~ 0.95 Gey2. The enors are the statistical and systematical errors combined in
quadrature. The line in each t bin is the result of a fit of the form Wn, where n = 4aJP(t) - 4. The
resulting values of aIP(t) are plotted in Fig. (7.8) as funct.ion of t. A linear fit to the data yields

Figure 7.7: Fits to c/(J/ elt ex (W)40(t)-4 for exclusive pO ]lI'Odllction. Statistical and systematic twcertailllies
WC1'e added in quadrature.and is plotted as a solid liJle in the figure. The dashed line is the Pomeron trajectory 1.0808 + 0.25

t, as determined by Donnachie and Landshoff (DL) [5]. The reSlllting intercept ao is in excellent
agreement with that of DL, however the slope a' is shallower in the present determination.



The elastic photoproduction of <P is a good reaction to study the properties of the Pomeron since this
is the only trajectory that one can exchange, assuming the cP to be a pure ss state. This allows the
use of low Hf data in the procedure described above.

a(t) = (l.oat 0.~2)+ (0.11t 0.04/,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

The da / dt data used for the trajectory determination include the following: W =2.64-3.60 GeV [56},
11'=2.8 [58], W=2.81-4.28 GeV [59], W=3.59-4.21 GeV [60], W=4.73-5.85 GeV [61], W=12.89
GeV [62}, W=70 GeV [46] and the present measurement at W=94 GeV. These data points are
displayed in Fig. (7.9) for 11 t values in the range 0 ::; -t ::;1.4 GeV2 The lines are the results of fits
of the function Wn to the data. The resulting values of the trajectory llJP(t) are shown in Fig. (7.10)
as a function of t. Assuming a linear trajectory and 'fitting llJP(t) to a straight line one gets

This trajectory is shown as a solid line in the figure and compared with the DL trajectory, which is
plotted as a dashed line. As in the pO case, the intercepts agree very well while the slope of the present
measurement is smaller than that of the DL trajectory.
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Figure 7.8: Detennination of the Pomeron trajectory from the reaction ,p ~ pop. The dots are the values of
the trajectory at a given t as detenllined from Fig. (7. 7) and the solid line is the ,'esult of a linea,' fit to these
·values. The .Pomeron trajectory as detenllilled by DL is shown fOl' comparison as a dashed line,

Figure 7.9: Fits to da/dt ()( (W)40'«()-4 for exclusive </> production. Statistical and systematic unce.-tainties were
added in quadrature.



a(t) = (1.08 ± 0.q1) + (O.1S± 0.04)t

a(t) = 1.08 + O.~St
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So far the study of the vector meson production in the regime of transition between YMD and pQCD
was carried out through the investigation of the hard scale signatures as a function of the photon
virtuality or the mass of the vector meson. For the first time the hypothesis that the four-momentum
tl'aJlsfel' squared between the photon and the vector meson may also serve as a hard scale was tested.

The elastic and proton-dissociative pO, ¢, and J/1/J photoproduction was measured at a IP center
of mass energy of (W) = 94 GeY and -t < 3 Gey2 For this study the Photoproduction Tagger was
bllilt and installed in ZEUS in 1995. The detection of the scattered positron in the PI' allows -1 to
be measured up to high values.

The elastic and proton-dissociative reactiolls were separated. The following features are COUlmon
to all three vector mesons:

• The ratio of elastic to proton-dissociative cross section decreases from a value of about 1 at
-/ = 0.4 Gey2 to a value below 0.1 for -1 > 1 Gey2

• The 1 distributions for elastic and proton-dissociative reactions are well described by a single
exponential function in the region 0.4 < -t < 1.2 Gey2 with bel - bpd "" 3.5 Gey-2

• The decay angular distributions are generally consistent with SCHC hypothesis except for the
higllest -t range accessible in this analysis were r?~l was found to be dirrerent from zero.
However present accuracy does not allow to conclude about SClIC violation at -1 range covered
in this analysis.

Figure 7.10: Determination of the Pomeron trajectory f7'Om the reaction -yp -> ¢p. The dots are the values of
the trajectory at a given t as determined from Fig. (7.7) and the solid line is the r,,·,,1t of a linea,' fit to these
valnes. The Pomeron trajectory as dele1'11lined by DL is shown for compa"isoll as a dashed line.

II comparison of the properties of elastic and proton-dissociative photoproductioII' of the three vector
mesons shows that the factorization hypothesis holds.

In the case of po (p0-+"'+"'-) production, the ".+".- invariant mass spectrum is skewed. The
amount of skewing decreases with increasing -1 and is similar for elastic alld proton-dissociative
".+".- production.

The proton-dissociative cross sections calculated for MJ, < n.ol· 1-112were compared witll' the pQCD
predictions for po, ¢ and J/1/J mesons at -I > 1 Gey2. For pO alld ¢ the contribut.ion or the purely
pertu rbative prodllction is still small for the considered / range and may dominate approximately
only above -t of 10 and 6 Gey2, respectively. The nominal perturhative QCD prediction for the J /1/J
production compares well with the data.



The ratios of ¢ to pO and J/t/J to pO photoproduction cross sections were studied as a function of
t for botl1 elastic and proton-dissociative processes. The ratios increase with -t but even at -t = 3
Gey2 are still much lower than that expected from U( 4) symmetry.

The Pomeron trajectory was determined from elastic production of ¢ and pO mesons by studying
the W dependence of dO'/dt at fixed t values of the present measurements together with lower W data.
from othel' experiments. The fit of the linear trajectory to the data for pO and ¢ mesons in the range
0.0 < -t < 0.9 Gey2 and 0.0 < -t < 1.4 GeV2, respectively yields Q/P(t) = (1.08±0.02)+(0.1l±0.04)t
for elastic po photoproduction and Q/p(t) = (1.08 ± 0.01) + (0.15 ± 0.04 for elastic ¢ photoproduction.
The lower values of Q' determined in this analysis imply that the Pomeron trajectory is not universal
even in soft processes.
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It was shown that several experimental techniques exist to analyze vector meson production at large
-to The main limitations of this study were low numbers of vector meson candidates at sufficiently
large -t and FeAL energy limitation in the trigger. Since 1996 the data are collected with an
improved trigger which allows to constrain dO' / dM'j, behavior at large -t. The much higher integrated
luminosity of tlus data allows also the extension of the vector meson measurements upto -t =
13 Gey2. Analyzing this llew data we should finally be able to answer whether the four-momentum
transfer squared t between the photon and the vector meson may also serve as a hard scale.



Appendix A

In this appendix the Eq. (4.2, 4.3 and 4.4) are derived.
In the two-body scattering process 1 -I- 2 ---> 3 -I- 4 (,' -I- P ---> V -I- p(N)) assuming that Pj are the

respective four-vectors (Pi = (Ej,)ii); Ipil = Pi)

Inserting Eq. (8) and Eq. (10) to Eq. (3) leads to

[(S-l-mi-m~)-(S-l-m~-m~)F ( )2
4s - PI - P3 ,

(mi - m~ - m~ -I-mD2 ( )2
4s - PI - P3 .

(PI - P3?
(EI - Ed - (PI - P3?
(EI - E3)2 - p~ - p5 -I- 2pI)J3 cos 0

In our case: m? = _Q2; m~ = M;; m~ = M?; m~ = M~; PI = P-y; P3 = PV; s = W2 so Eq. (3) and
Eq. (2) can be expressed as

where 0 is the angle betweell PI and P3 momenta.
Since cosO = 1- 2sin2(O/2)

t = (EI - E3)2 - p~ - p5 -I- 2PIP3 - 4PIP3sin2(O/2)
(EI - E3)2 - (PI - P3)2 - 4PIP3sin2(O/2)

to - 4PIP3 sin2(O/2)

(M2 _M2_Q2_M2)2
t= N P4W2 v -(p-y-pv)2-4p-ypvsin2(B/2). (14)

which is the Eq. (4.3).

Now I am going to approximate the formula for to by putting PI = VE? - m? and P3 = VEj - m~
to Eq. (3)

(E\-E3)2- (~- VEj-m~r
(E\- E3)2 - (EIV1- mUE? - E3Vl- mVEj)

2

Since .J1=X "" 1 - x/2 for x <t:: 1
s = (PI -I- P2? = (P3 -I- P4)2

S = (E1 -I- E2)2 = (E3 -I- E4?
,jS = EI -I- E2 = E3 -I- E4

On the other hand (since p? = mf = E; - pf and PIP; = -pi = -Jl~)

to ""
""
""
""
""
""

(EJ - E3? - [E\(1- mU2Ei) - E3(1- m5/2Ej)f

(EI - E3)2 - (EJ - m~/2EI - E3 -I- m5/2E3)
2

(E1 - E3)2 - [(EI - E3) - (mU2E1 - m5/2E3)f
(EJ - E3)2 - [(EJ - E3? - 2(EI - E3)(mU2E\ - m5!2E3) -I- (mi/2EI - m5/2E3)2]

2(EJ - E3)(m?/2EI - m5/2E3) - (mU2Et - m5/2E3)2
(mU2EI - mV2£3)[2(EI - E3) - mU2EJ -I- m5/2E3J (16)

s (PJ -I- P2)2
mi -I- m~ -I- 2P1P2

m~-I- m~-I- 2(EJE2 - PIP;)
mi -I- m~-I- 2(EIE2 -I- p~)
mi -I- m~ -I- 2(EIE2 -I- Ef - mil
-mi -I- m~-I- 2EJ(E2 -I- E1) Above approximation is valid [or Imil <t:: E? and Im~1<t:: Ej. Inserting Eq. (8) alld E<l. (J 0) to Eq. (16)

leads to

mi m~ 2 2 2 2 smi sm~to""(---------)(m -m2-m3-1-m------1-----) (17)
s -I-mi - m~ s -I-m~- m~ 1 4 S -I-mi - m~ s -I-m~- m~

For mi - m~ <t:: s and m~ - m~ <t:: s above formula 'can be approximated further

2 2E _ s-l- m2 - mJ
2 - 2,jS , mi - m~ 2 2 2 2 2 2to "" ---(mJ-m2-m3-1-m4-ml-l-m3)s

(mi - m5)(m~ - m~)"" -------s



to r::; -M~(Mlv - M;)/W2

which is the right side of the Eq. (4.4).
Now I am going to approximate the rest of the Eq. (2) using
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